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About the Medical Advisory Secretariat
Effective April 5, 2011, the Medical Advisory Secretariat (MAS) became a part of Health Quality Ontario (HQO),
an independent body funded by the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care. The mandate of MAS is to provide
evidence-based recommendations on the coordinated uptake of health services and health technologies in Ontario to
the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care and to the health care system. This mandate helps to ensure that
residents of Ontario have access to the best available and most appropriate health services and technologies to
improve patient outcomes.
To fulfill its mandate, MAS conducts systematic reviews of evidence and consults with experts in the health care
services community. The resulting evidence-based analyses are reviewed by the Ontario Health Technology
Advisory Committee—to which MAS also provides a secretariat function—and published in the Ontario Health
Technology Assessment Series.

About the Ontario Health Technology Assessment Series
To conduct its comprehensive analyses, MAS systematically reviews the available scientific literature, making every
effort to consider all relevant national and international research; collaborates with partners across relevant
government branches; consults with clinical and other external experts and developers of new health technologies;
and solicits any necessary supplemental information.
In addition, the Secretariat collects and analyzes information about how a new technology fits within current
practice and existing treatment alternatives. Details about the technology’s diffusion into current health care
practices add an important dimension to the review of the provision and delivery of the health technology in Ontario.
Information concerning the health benefits; economic and human resources; and ethical, regulatory, social and legal
issues relating to the technology assist decision-makers in making timely and relevant decisions to optimize patient
outcomes.
The public consultation process is available to individuals wishing to comment on an analysis prior to publication.
For more information, please visit: http://www.hqontario.ca/en/mas/ohtac_public_engage_overview.html.

Disclaimer
This evidence-based analysis was prepared by MAS for the Ontario Health Technology Advisory Committee and
developed from analysis, interpretation, and comparison of scientific research and/or technology assessments
conducted by other organizations. It also incorporates, when available, Ontario data and information provided by
experts and applicants to MAS to inform the analysis. While every effort has been made to reflect all scientific
research available, this document may not fully do so. Additionally, other relevant scientific findings may have been
reported since completion of the review. This evidence-based analysis is current to the date of the literature review
specified in the methods section. This analysis may be superseded by an updated publication on the same topic.
Please check the MAS website for a list of all evidence-based analyses:
http://www.hqontario.ca/en/mas/mas_ohtas_mn.html.
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Executive Summary
In July 2010, the Medical Advisory Secretariat (MAS) began work on a Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
(COPD) evidentiary framework, an evidence-based review of the literature surrounding treatment strategies for
patients with COPD. This project emerged from a request by the Health System Strategy Division of the Ministry of
Health and Long-Term Care that MAS provide them with an evidentiary platform on the effectiveness and costeffectiveness of COPD interventions.
After an initial review of health technology assessments and systematic reviews of COPD literature, and
consultation with experts, MAS identified the following topics for analysis: vaccinations (influenza and
pneumococcal), smoking cessation, multidisciplinary care, pulmonary rehabilitation, long-term oxygen therapy,
noninvasive positive pressure ventilation for acute and chronic respiratory failure, hospital-at-home for acute
exacerbations of COPD, and telehealth (including telemonitoring and telephone support). Evidence-based
analyses were prepared for each of these topics. For each technology, an economic analysis was also completed
where appropriate. In addition, a review of the qualitative literature on patient, caregiver, and provider perspectives
on living and dying with COPD was conducted, as were reviews of the qualitative literature on each of the
technologies included in these analyses.
The Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Mega-Analysis series is made up of the following reports, which can
be publicly accessed at the MAS website at: http://www.hqontario.ca/en/mas/mas_ohtas_mn.html.













Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) Evidentiary Framework
Influenza and Pneumococcal Vaccinations for Patients With Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
(COPD): An Evidence-Based Analysis
Smoking Cessation for Patients With Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD): An EvidenceBased Analysis
Community-Based Multidisciplinary Care for Patients With Stable Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
(COPD): An Evidence-Based Analysis
Pulmonary Rehabilitation for Patients With Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD): An
Evidence-Based Analysis
Long-term Oxygen Therapy for Patients With Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD): An
Evidence-Based Analysis
Noninvasive Positive Pressure Ventilation for Acute Respiratory Failure Patients With Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease (COPD): An Evidence-Based Analysis
Noninvasive Positive Pressure Ventilation for Chronic Respiratory Failure Patients With Stable Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD): An Evidence-Based Analysis
Hospital-at-Home Programs for Patients With Acute Exacerbations of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease (COPD): An Evidence-Based Analysis
Home Telehealth for Patients With Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD): An Evidence-Based
Analysis
Cost-Effectiveness of Interventions for Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Using an Ontario Policy
Model
Experiences of Living and Dying With COPD: A Systematic Review and Synthesis of the Qualitative
Empirical Literature

For more information on the qualitative review, please contact Mita Giacomini at:
http://fhs.mcmaster.ca/ceb/faculty_member_giacomini.htm.
For more information on the economic analysis, please visit the PATH website: http://www.path-hta.ca/AboutUs/Contact-Us.aspx.
The Toronto Health Economics and Technology Assessment (THETA) collaborative has produced an associated
report on patient preference for mechanical ventilation. For more information, please visit the THETA website:
http://theta.utoronto.ca/static/contact.
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Objective
The objective of this health technology assessment was to determine the effectiveness, cost-effectiveness,
and safety of long-term oxygen therapy (LTOT) for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).

Clinical Need: Condition and Target Population
Oxygen therapy is used in patients with COPD with hypoxemia, or very low blood oxygen levels,
because they may have difficulty obtaining sufficient oxygen from inspired air.

Technology
Long-term oxygen therapy is extended use of oxygen. Oxygen therapy is delivered as a gas from an
oxygen source. Different oxygen sources are: 1) oxygen concentrators, electrical units delivering oxygen
converted from room air; 2) liquid oxygen systems, which deliver gaseous oxygen stored as liquid in a
tank; and 3) oxygen cylinders, which contain compressed gaseous oxygen. All are available in portable
versions. Oxygen is breathed in through a nasal cannula or through a mask covering the mouth and nose.
The treating clinician determines the flow rate, duration of use, method of administration, and oxygen
source according to individual patient needs. Two landmark randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of
patients with COPD established the role of LTOT in COPD. Questions regarding the use of LTOT,
however, still remain.

Research Question
What is the effectiveness, cost-effectiveness, and safety of LTOT compared with no LTOT in patients
with COPD, who are stratified by severity of hypoxemia?

Research Methods
Literature Search
Search Strategy
A literature search was performed on September 8, 2010 using OVID MEDLINE, MEDLINE In-Process
and Other Non-Indexed Citations, EMBASE, CINAHL, the Cochrane Library, and INAHTA for studies
published from January 1, 2007 to September 8, 2010.
A single clinical epidemiologist reviewed the abstracts, obtained full-text articles for studies meeting the
eligibility criteria, and examined reference lists for additional relevant studies not identified through the
literature search. A second clinical epidemiologist and then a group of epidemiologists reviewed articles
with an unknown eligibility until consensus was established.

Inclusion Criteria






patients with mild, moderate, or severe hypoxemia;
English-language articles published between January 1, 2007 and September 8, 2010;
journal articles reporting on effectiveness, cost-effectiveness, or safety for the comparison of
interest;
clearly described study design and methods;
health technology assessments, systematic reviews, RCTs, or prospective cohort observational
studies;
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any type of observational study for the evaluation of safety.

Exclusion Criteria








no hypoxemia
non-English papers
animal or in vitro studies
case reports, case series, or case-case studies
studies comparing different oxygen therapy regimens
studies on nocturnal oxygen therapy
studies on short-burst, palliative, or ambulatory oxygen (supplemental oxygen during exercise or
activities of daily living)

Outcomes of Interest













mortality/survival
hospitalizations
readmissions
forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1)
forced vital capacity (FVC)
FEV1/FVC
pulmonary hypertension
arterial partial pressure of oxygen (PaO2)
arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PaCO2)
end-exercise dyspnea score
endurance time
health-related quality of life

Note: Outcomes of interest were formulated according to existing studies, with arterial pressure of oxygen
and carbon dioxide as surrogate outcomes.

Summary of Findings
Conclusions






1

Based on low quality of evidence, LTOT (~ 15 hours/day) decreases all-cause mortality in
patients with COPD who have severe hypoxemia (PaO2 ~ 50 mm Hg) and heart failure.
The effect for all-cause mortality had borderline statistical significance when the control group
was no LTOT: one study.
Based on low quality of evidence, there is no beneficial effect of LTOT on all-cause mortality at
3 and 7 years in patients with COPD who have mild-to-moderate hypoxemia (PaO2 ~ 59–65 mm
Hg).1
Based on very low quality of evidence, there is some suggestion that LTOT may have a beneficial
effect over time on FEV1 and PaCO2 in patients with COPD who have severe hypoxemia and
heart failure: improved methods are needed.

The mild-to-moderate classification was created for the purposes of the report.
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Based on very low quality of evidence, there is no beneficial effect of LTOT on lung function or
exercise factors in patients with COPD who have mild-to-moderate hypoxemia, whether
survivors or nonsurvivors are assessed.
Based on low to very low quality of evidence, LTOT does not prevent readmissions in patients
with COPD who have severe hypoxemia. Limited data suggest LTOT increases the risk of
hospitalizations.
Limited work has been performed evaluating the safety of LTOT by severity of hypoxemia.
Based on low to very low quality of evidence, LTOT may have a beneficial effect over time on
health-related quality of life in patients with COPD who have severe hypoxemia. Limited work
using disease-specific instruments has been performed.
Ethical constraints of not providing LTOT to eligible patients with COPD prohibit future studies
from examining LTOT outcomes in an ideal way.
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Background
In July 2010, the Medical Advisory Secretariat (MAS) began work on a Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
(COPD) evidentiary framework, an evidence-based review of the literature surrounding treatment strategies for
patients with COPD. This project emerged from a request by the Health System Strategy Division of the Ministry of
Health and Long-Term Care that MAS provide them with an evidentiary platform on the effectiveness and costeffectiveness of COPD interventions.
After an initial review of health technology assessments and systematic reviews of COPD literature, and
consultation with experts, MAS identified the following topics for analysis: vaccinations (influenza and
pneumococcal), smoking cessation, multidisciplinary care, pulmonary rehabilitation, long-term oxygen therapy,
noninvasive positive pressure ventilation for acute and chronic respiratory failure, hospital-at-home for acute
exacerbations of COPD, and telehealth (including telemonitoring and telephone support). Evidence-based
analyses were prepared for each of these topics. For each technology, an economic analysis was also completed
where appropriate. In addition, a review of the qualitative literature on patient, caregiver, and provider perspectives
on living and dying with COPD was conducted, as were reviews of the qualitative literature on each of the
technologies included in these analyses.
The Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Mega-Analysis series is made up of the following reports, which can
be publicly accessed at the MAS website at: http://www.hqontario.ca/en/mas/mas_ohtas_mn.html.













Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) Evidentiary Framework
Influenza and Pneumococcal Vaccinations for Patients With Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
(COPD): An Evidence-Based Analysis
Smoking Cessation for Patients With Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD): An EvidenceBased Analysis
Community-Based Multidisciplinary Care for Patients With Stable Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
(COPD): An Evidence-Based Analysis
Pulmonary Rehabilitation for Patients With Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD): An
Evidence-Based Analysis
Long-term Oxygen Therapy for Patients With Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD): An
Evidence-Based Analysis
Noninvasive Positive Pressure Ventilation for Acute Respiratory Failure Patients With Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease (COPD): An Evidence-Based Analysis
Noninvasive Positive Pressure Ventilation for Chronic Respiratory Failure Patients With Stable Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD): An Evidence-Based Analysis
Hospital-at-Home Programs for Patients With Acute Exacerbations of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease (COPD): An Evidence-Based Analysis
Home Telehealth for Patients With Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD): An Evidence-Based
Analysis
Cost-Effectiveness of Interventions for Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Using an Ontario Policy
Model
Experiences of Living and Dying With COPD: A Systematic Review and Synthesis of the Qualitative
Empirical Literature

For more information on the qualitative review, please contact Mita Giacomini at:
http://fhs.mcmaster.ca/ceb/faculty_member_giacomini.htm.
For more information on the economic analysis, please visit the PATH website: http://www.path-hta.ca/AboutUs/Contact-Us.aspx.
The Toronto Health Economics and Technology Assessment (THETA) collaborative has produced an associated
report on patient preference for mechanical ventilation. For more information, please visit the THETA website:
http://theta.utoronto.ca/static/contact.
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Objective of Analysis
The objective of this health technology assessment was to determine the effectiveness, cost-effectiveness,
and safety of long-term oxygen therapy (LTOT) for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).

Clinical Need and Target Population
Patients With COPD and Hypoxemia and Respiratory Failure: Need for LTOT
Airflow limitation in COPD may cause very low arterial blood oxygen levels, or hypoxemia. (1)
Hypoxemia increases respiratory drive to maintain adequate oxygen delivery to tissues. Prolonged
hypoxemia may lead to tissue hypoxia and permanent damage as a result of adverse effects on organ
function and structure. Short-term effects of hypoxemia include increased breathing difficulty, peripheral
vascular dilation with increased heart rate and cardiac output, regional pulmonary vasoconstriction, high
erythropoietin levels, and increased blood viscosity. Long-term effects include pulmonary hypertension,
right ventricular failure, and polycythemia. (2)
Respiratory failure is found only in stage 4, very severe COPD, where the arterial partial pressure of
oxygen (PaO2) is less than 60 mm Hg, and it may be accompanied by a forced expiratory volume in 1
second (FEV1) less than 30% predicted. Respiratory failure in the absence of such severely decreased
lung function is a criterion for very severe COPD. Respiratory failure may lead to secondary effects on
the heart, known as cor pulmonale, or right heart failure. The clinical signs of cor pulmonale include
jugular venous pressure elevation and pitting ankle edema. Patients at this very severe stage have endorgan dysfunction related to COPD, and exacerbations may be life-threatening. (3)
Respiratory failure is classified as type I (hypoxemic) respiratory failure or type II (hypercapnic)
respiratory failure. In hypoxemic respiratory failure, PaO2 is decreased to less than 60 mm Hg, and the
arterial pressure of carbon dioxide (PaCO2) is normal or low. (4) Clinical signs of hypoxemia include
restlessness, confusion, and coma. In hypercapnic respiratory failure, PaO2 is also low, but PaCO2 is
increased. Clinical signs of hypercapnia include drowsiness, flapping tremor, warm peripheries,
headaches, and a bounding pulse. (5) About 10 to 15% of patients with COPD have type II respiratory
failure. (4)
The normal range for PaO2 is 80 to 100 mm Hg, and the normal range for PaCO2 is 35 to 45 mm Hg. (5)
Normally, elevated PaCO2 stimulates respiratory drive to reduce these levels through increased breathing.
This stimulation is diminished, however, in type II respiratory failure, and low PaO2 triggers hypoxic
drive instead. (4)
The management goal in treating respiratory failure is to reverse hypoxemia while preventing further
increases in hypercapnia, which can be fatal in people who retain carbon dioxide (CO2). Hypoxic drive is
needed to maintain respiration in CO2 retainers. (5) A clinical safety dilemma arises because oxygen
therapy may decrease respiration in type II respiratory failure, but withholding oxygen from a patient with
COPD who is hypoxemic may be detrimental. (4)
Oxygen therapy can reverse hypoxemia. (2) Indications for oxygen therapy include respiratory failure and
an increased respiratory rate. The following conditions, which are associated with hypoxemia, may
require oxygen therapy: cardiac respiratory arrest, acute myocardial infarction with reduced cardiac
output, severe trauma, anemia, infection, general anesthesia, and surgical procedures. (4) Patients with
COPD may have difficulty obtaining enough oxygen from inspired air and may benefit from oxygen
therapy. (1) The purpose of oxygen therapy is to correct the deficiency of oxygen in arterial blood and
prevent tissue hypoxia. (6)
Ontario Health Technology Assessment Series; Vol. 12: No. 7, pp. 1–64, March 2012
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Long-term oxygen therapy is extended use of oxygen. Oxygen therapy needs vary depending on activity
levels. Patients with daytime resting hypoxemia may need LTOT during sedentary periods, when they are
typically resting at home or performing nonstressful domiciliary activities of daily living. Increased
activity levels, such as casual walking, may require ambulatory or supplemental oxygen to meet higher
systemic demands. Patients with COPD have decreased sensitivity to the normal neurochemical control of
breathing during sleep, which results in nocturnal oxygen desaturation. As a result, nocturnal oxygen
therapy may be needed. Some guidelines recommend increasing the oxygen dose during periods of
extended exercise and during sleep. (7;8)
At higher altitudes, decreased atmospheric pressure reduces the partial pressure of oxygen in the air.
Patients living at or travelling to higher altitudes may also require supplemental oxygen. Episodes of
breathlessness in patients with COPD may require short-burst oxygen therapy, or palliative oxygen
therapy. (7;8) Long-term oxygen therapy may be given after an acute exacerbation of COPD, and the
need for LTOT should be reassessed after an exacerbation. Home LTOT is a potential risk factor for
relapse after acute exacerbation. (9) When acute exacerbations are treated in hospital, oxygen therapy is
titrated to achieve a PaO2 above 60 mm Hg (> 8 kilopascals [kPa]) or oxygen saturation measured by
pulse oximetry (SpO2) greater than 90%. The goal is to achieve adequate oxygenation without promoting
CO2 retention or acidosis. (3)
The role of LTOT in COPD is based on 2 landmark randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of patients with
COPD. In the first trial, (10) LTOT for 15 hours per day, including nocturnal therapy, was compared with
no LTOT in patients with COPD, who had severe airflow limitation (FEV1: 0.58–0.76 L), severe
hypoxemia (PaO2: 49–52 mm Hg), hypercapnia (PaCO2: 53–60 mm Hg), and mild pulmonary
hypertension. The oxygen flow rate was at least 2 L/minute but sufficient to achieve a PaO2 above 60 mm
Hg. Study findings demonstrated that LTOT improved survival, a primary outcome. No between-group
differences were seen in pulmonary hemodynamics, among secondary outcomes of the trial. The 15-hour
period was based on its ability to reduce pulmonary arterial pressure. (11) In a second trial, (12)
continuous use of LTOT was compared with nocturnal oxygen therapy in patients with COPD who had
severe hypoxemia (PaO2 < 56 mm Hg) or moderate hypoxemia (PaO2 < 60 mm Hg) with edema,
polycythemia (hematocrit > 54%), or P pulmonale, an electrocardiographic finding. The relative risk (RR)
of death for nocturnal oxygen was about twice that for continuous LTOT (RR, 1.94: 95% confidence
interval [CI], 1.17–3.24). Continuous LTOT was associated with a beneficial clinical profile, decreased
hematocrit levels, and reduced pulmonary vascular resistance compared with nocturnal use. Mean daily
duration of oxygen use was 17.7 hours in the continuous LTOT group and 12 hours in the nocturnal
oxygen therapy group. (13)
The results of these trials indicate that some oxygen is better than none, and that when oxygen is given,
continuous use is better than nocturnal use. The way in which oxygen prolongs survival is not known. (2)
A remaining question is whether LTOT confers a survival advantage in mild-to-moderate hypoxemia2
(PaO2: 56-65 mm Hg) and during exercise or sleep. (13)

Canadian Context
The Canadian Thoracic Society recommends patients with stable COPD and severe hypoxemia (PaO2 ≤
55 mm Hg), or less severe hypoxemia (PaO2 < 60 mm Hg) with at least 1 additional factor of bilateral
ankle edema, cor pulmonale, or hematocrit above 56%, receive LTOT for at least 15 hours per day to
achieve an oxygen saturation of at least 90%. (14) The number of people using LTOT in Canada is not
known.

2

The mild-to-moderate classification was created for the purposes of the report.
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Ontario Context
The Assistive Devices Program administers oxygen therapy in Ontario. Eligibility criteria for LTOT
under the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care are consistent with Canadian guidelines (PaO2 ≤ 55
mm Hg or PaO2 < 60 mm Hg with comorbidities). Patients with persistent hypoxemia (PaO2: 56–60 mm
Hg), exercise-limiting hypoxemia documented to improve with supplemental oxygen, or nocturnal
hypoxemia, are also eligible for LTOT, as are patients with exertional hypoxemia without hypoxemia at
rest. In summary, the eligibility criteria for LTOT in Ontario are: 1) severe hypoxemia, 2) mild-tomoderate hypoxemia with specific comorbidities, 3) mild-to-moderate hypoxemia plus exercise-limiting
hypoxemia or nocturnal hypoxemia, 4) exertional hypoxemia without hypoxemia at rest. (15;16)
To confirm eligibility for LTOT, oximetry testing is required for applicants younger than 18 years, and
arterial blood gas determination is required for applicants older than 19 years. Oximetry testing for
application renewal for Ontario’s home oxygen program is required at the 90-day period and 12-month
period to determine whether eligibility criteria are being met. Oximetry test results are required for
patients renewing their funding annually. The oximetry tests must monitor the oxygen level for at least 5
continuous minutes and demonstrate hypoxemia for at least 2 continuous minutes. Uncertain oximetry
test results must be confirmed with arterial blood gases. (15;16)
Oxygen prescription in Ontario is based on oxygen titration at a pulmonary function laboratory or
assessment in the person’s home by the oxygen vendor. The method used depends on the prescribing
physician and availability of the pulmonary function laboratory (Personal communication, expert,
November 7, 2011). Titration determines oxygen needed at rest and while walking to achieve an SpO2 of
about 90% with a flow rate that prevents CO2 build-up in people prone to retaining CO2. The flow rate at
rest is used as the nocturnal flow rate. Either the respirologist or the family physician completes the
required prescription, and the respirologist may contact the oxygen company. Reassessment occurs as
necessary (Personal communication, clinical expert, November 4, 2010).
Patient need determines the choice of oxygen delivery system. Until April 2010, the Home Oxygen
Program funded any combination of oxygen supply delivery systems, such as home oxygen concentrator
and portable compressed gas cylinder, or home oxygen concentrator and portable liquid oxygen, without
tracking the system that patients received. After April 2010, the vendor was required to provide the details
of the oxygen delivery system that patients used. As a result, the provincial government is now able to
track the systems patients in Ontario are using. Most patients receive a home oxygen concentrator and a
second portable system (Personal communication, expert, January 19, 2011).

Technology
An oxygen source delivers oxygen as a gas. The different oxygen sources are: 1) oxygen concentrators,
electrical units delivering oxygen that has been converted from room air; 2) liquid oxygen systems,
delivering gaseous oxygen stored as liquid in a tank; and 3) oxygen cylinders, which contain compressed
gaseous oxygen. All have portable versions. Oxygen is breathed in through a nasal cannula or through a
mask covering the mouth and nose. The treating physician determines the flow rate, duration of use,
method of administration, and oxygen source according to individual needs. A critical point with oxygen
therapy is that the therapy is only effective while it is being used. (17)

Safety
Limited work has been performed on the safety of oxygen therapy. Oxygen itself is not flammable, but it
accelerates a fire source, such as a lit cigarette. Patient safety education includes the hazards of oxygen
use and initial training on equipment, including demonstration of skills needed to operate the equipment
safely and independently. Another hazard is falls due to oxygen tubing. (18;19) Underuse of oxygen is
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also a safety issue, and it is responsible for deaths and permanent disability. A small risk is associated
with high-dose oxygen among CO2 retainers. (5)
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Evidence-Based Analysis
Research Questions
What is the effectiveness, cost-effectiveness, and safety of LTOT compared with no LTOT in patients
with COPD, who are stratified by severity of hypoxemia?

Research Methods
Literature Search
Search Strategy
A literature search was performed on September 8, 2010 using OVID MEDLINE, OVID MEDLINE InProcess and Other Non-Indexed Citations, OVID EMBASE, EBSCO Cumulative Index to Nursing &
Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), the Wiley Cochrane Library, and the Centre for Reviews and
Dissemination database, for studies published from January 1, 2007 until September 8, 2010.
A single clinical epidemiologist reviewed the abstracts, obtained full-text articles for studies meeting the
eligibility criteria, and examined reference lists for additional relevant studies not identified through the
literature search. A second clinical epidemiologist and then a group of epidemiologists reviewed articles
with an unknown eligibility until consensus was established.

Inclusion Criteria







patients with mild, moderate, or severe hypoxemia;
English-language articles published between January 1, 2007 and September 8, 2010;
journal articles reporting on effectiveness, cost-effectiveness, or safety for the comparison of
interest;
clearly described study design and methods;
health technology assessments, systematic reviews, randomized controlled trials, or prospective
cohort observational studies;
any type of observational study for the evaluation of safety.

Exclusion Criteria








no hypoxemia
non-English papers
animal or in vitro studies
case reports, case series, or case-case studies
studies comparing different oxygen therapy regimens
studies on nocturnal oxygen therapy
studies on short-burst, palliative, or ambulatory oxygen (supplemental oxygen during exercise or
activities of daily living)

Outcomes of Interest



mortality/survival
hospitalizations
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readmissions
FEV1
forced vital capacity (FVC)
FEV1/FVC
pulmonary hypertension
PaO2
PaCO2
end-exercise dyspnea score
endurance time
health-related quality of life (HRQOL)

Note: Outcomes of interest were formulated according to existing studies, with arterial pressure of oxygen
and carbon dioxide as surrogate outcomes.

Statistical Analysis
An analysis of individual studies was performed using Review Manager version 5. The analysis section
describes details of the analyses. No formal meta-analysis was performed. Mean difference was
calculated for continuous data, and RR was calculated for dichotomous RCT data. A change value was
calculated for continuous variables with available mean baseline and follow-up data as the difference
between these 2 mean values. Standard deviation (SD) accounting for baseline and follow-up SD was
calculated from 3 parameters: baseline SD, follow-up SD, and a correlation coefficient, which represents
the strength of the relationship between the 2 SDs. A correlation coefficient of 0.5 was used for this
analysis. Forest plots were also examined.

Quality of Evidence
The quality of each included study was assessed taking into consideration the following 7 study design
characteristics:








adequate allocation concealment,
randomization (study must include a description of the randomization procedure used and must
be a proper method),
power/sample size (adequate sample size based on a priori calculations, underpowered studies
were identified, when possible, using post hoc sample size power calculations),
blinding (if double blinding is not possible, a single blind study with unbiased assessment of
outcome was considered adequate for this criterion),
< 20% withdrawals/dropouts,
intention-to-treat analysis conducted and done properly (withdrawals/dropouts considered in
analysis), and
other criteria as appropriate for the particular research question and study design.

The quality of the body of evidence was assessed as high, moderate, low, or very low according to the
GRADE Working Group criteria (20) as presented below.


Quality refers to the criteria such as the adequacy of allocation concealment, blinding, and
follow-up.
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Consistency refers to the similarity of estimates of effect across studies. If there are important and
unexplained inconsistencies in the results, our confidence in the estimate of effect for that
outcome decreases. Differences in the direction of effect, the magnitude of the difference in
effect, and the significance of the differences guide the decision about whether important
inconsistency exists.
Directness refers to the extent to which the interventions and outcome measures are similar to
those of interest.

As stated by the GRADE Working Group, the following definitions of quality were used in grading the
quality of the evidence:
High
Moderate
Low
Very Low

Further research is very unlikely to change confidence in the estimate of effect.
Further research is likely to have an important impact on confidence in the estimate of
effect and may change the estimate.
Further research is very likely to have an important impact on confidence in the estimate
of effect and is likely to change the estimate.
Any estimate of effect is very uncertain.

Results of Evidence-Based Analysis
The database search yielded 1,096 citations published between January 1, 2007 and September 8, 2010
(with duplicates removed). Articles were excluded based on information in the title and abstract. The full
texts of potentially relevant articles were obtained for further assessment. Figure 1 shows the breakdown
of when and for what reason citations were excluded in the analysis. Three systematic reviews met the
inclusion criteria.
For each included study, the study design was identified and is summarized below in Table 1, which is a
modified version of a hierarchy of study design by Goodman. (21)
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Table 1: Body of Evidence Examined According to Study Design*
Study Design

Number of Eligible
Studies

Randomized Controlled Trials
Systematic review of RCTs

2

Large RCT†

-

Small RCT

-

Observational Studies
Systematic review of non-RCTs with contemporaneous controls

1

Non-RCT with contemporaneous controls

-

Systematic review of non-RCTs with historical controls

-

Non-RCT with historical controls

-

Database, registry, or cross-sectional study

-

Case series

-

Retrospective review, modelling

-

Studies presented at an international conference or other sources of grey literature

-

Expert opinion

-

Total

3

*Abbreviation: RCT, randomized controlled trial.
†Large RCT ≥ 150 subjects.
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Reasons for exclusion

Search results (excluding
duplicates)
n = 1,096

Abstract review: Excluded study
type (n = 14); not relevant (n = 255).

Citations excluded based on title
n = 822

Full text review: Did not contain
comparison of interest (n = 3).
Study abstracts reviewed
n = 274

Citations excluded based on abstract
n = 269

Abbreviations: n, number; RCT,
randomized controlled trial.

Full text studies reviewed
n=5

Citations excluded based on full text
n=3

Additional citations identified
n=6

Included Studies (8)
 Systematic reviews: n = 3
 RCTs: n = 3
 Observational studies: n = 2

Figure 1: Citation Flow Chart*
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Randomized Controlled Trials
Long-Term Oxygen Treatment Trial
The Long-Term Oxygen Treatment Trial sponsored by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute and
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services is an ongoing phase 3 trial. This multicentre RCT is being
performed in the United States and is following 1,134 patients with moderate resting hypoxemia for up to
4.5 years and comparing continuous LTOT (24 hours/day) with no LTOT to determine whether
continuous LTOT prolongs time to all-cause mortality or hospitalization. Among other secondary
outcome measures, the trial is evaluating HRQOL.
The intervention includes oxygen at rest and during sleep at 2 L/min via nasal cannula. Supplemental
oxygen is used for people with normal blood oxygen levels at rest but low or very low blood oxygen
levels during exercise. The supplemental oxygen dose aims to achieve an SpO2 of at least 90% for at least
2 minutes during walking. Participants with resting hypoxemia are instructed to use oxygen 24 hours per
day, whereas those with normal resting blood oxygen levels but low or very low blood oxygen levels
during exercise are instructed to use oxygen during physical activity and sleep. Eligible individuals are
older than 39 years, have COPD defined as postbronchodilator FEV1 less than 66% predicted or
FEV1/FVC less than 0.70, and have dyspnea. It is estimated the study will be completed by May 2013.
(13;22) Results of this trial may provide information about safety, efficacy, and cost-effectiveness of
LTOT.

Cochrane Review
One of the largest systematic reviews and meta-analyses of LTOT RCTs was published as a Cochrane
review. (23) The objective of the review was to examine the effect of domiciliary LTOT on survival,
quality of life, and physiological measures. The review included articles published up to January 2007.
Six identified RCTs are summarized individually and in Appendix 3, Tables A8 and A9, and reviewed by
severity of hypoxemia according to standard definitions (Existing Guidelines for Long-term Oxygen
Therapy). The studies on nocturnal oxygen therapy and the study on patients with COPD without
hypoxemia were not eligible for this evidence-based analysis and are not included.

Severe Hypoxemia
Survival
A multicentre RCT performed by the Medical Research Council (MRC) Working Group (10) in the
United Kingdom compared the effect of LTOT with no LTOT on survival in 87 patients with stable
COPD (chronic bronchitis or emphysema with irreversible airway obstruction) and severe hypoxemia
(40–60 mm Hg). Inclusion criteria included patient age less than 70 years and at least 1 episode of heart
failure with ankle edema. Patients taking drug therapy and current smokers were included. Exclusion
criteria included fibrotic or infiltrative lung disease, pneumoconiosis, severe kyphoscoliosis, pulmonary
embolism, hypertension, coronary artery disease, or other unspecified life-threatening diseases. A random
numbers table randomly allocated participants. Oxygen sources were oxygen from a concentrator, liquid
oxygen, and oxygen from cylinders. The 3 study sites measured adherence differently: weighing
cylinders, recording time of use, or performing random visits.
Duration of follow-up was 5 years. One participant in the treatment group withdrew from the study.
Baseline age and clinical and physiological factors were comparable between groups. Overall, 19 of 42
(45.2%) patients in the treatment (LTOT) group died and 30 of 45 (66.7%) patients in the control (CT)
group died (P not given). Examination of the results by sex for the 66 men and 21 women in the trial
found a lower risk of death for women in the LTOT group (5.7%) compared with the CT group (36.5%, P
< 0.05). A mortality difference between the groups for men emerged only after 500 days (LTOT 12% vs.
CT 29%, P = 0.04). Rates of change for PaO2, PaCO2, and pulmonary vascular resistance were favourable
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for survivors receiving LTOT. The authors concluded that LTOT confers a survival advantage for both
men and women with severe hypoxemia and cor pulmonale.

Mild-to-Moderate Hypoxemia
Survival
A multicentre RCT performed by Gorecka et al (24) in Poland compared the effect of LTOT with no
LTOT on survival in 135 patients with stable COPD and moderate hypoxemia (56–65 mm Hg).
Participants were aged 40 to 80 years, were not smokers, and received usual or conventional medical
treatment. Exclusion criteria included serious organ disease other than lung disease. Centrally developed
randomization schedules randomly allocated patients to treatment assignments using computer-generated
random numbers. An oxygen concentrator provided oxygen, and a built-in meter monitored adherence.
Follow-up duration was at least 3 years or until death. There were no dropouts. Baseline data were
comparable between the treatment (LTOT) and CT groups, except for mean PaO2, which was slightly
lower in the LTOT group (mean PaO2 59.5 mm Hg, SD 2.7) than in the CT group (PaO2 61.3 mm Hg, SD
2.7, P < 0.05). The preliminary sensitivity analysis, however, found no effect of PaO2 on survival. With
up to 7 years’ follow-up, no difference was seen in survival between the LTOT group (38/68, 55.9%) and
the CT group (32/67, 47.8%, P = 0.89). Among surviving participants, mean PaO2 levels were lower in
the LTOT group (mean PaO2 59.6 mm Hg, SD 2.9) than in the CT group (PaO2 61.2 mm Hg, SD 2.7, P <
0.05). No differences were seen among surviving participants between the LTOT and CT groups in
PaCO2, FEV1 percent predicted, vital capacity (VC) percent predicted, or FEV1/VC. The authors
concluded that LTOT does not provide a survival advantage in patients with COPD who have chronic
airflow obstruction and moderate hypoxemia.

Survival and Exercise Parameters
A randomized single-institution study by Haidl et al (25) in Germany compared the effect of LTOT with
no LTOT on survival and exercise parameters in 28 patients with stable COPD and mild hypoxemia
(PaO2 > 55 mm Hg). Patients had been admitted for an acute exacerbation of COPD that included
reversible hypercapnia (PaCO2 > 45 mm Hg). Exclusion criteria were malignant disease, left heart failure,
or other severe comorbidities, such as advanced renal failure or severe diabetes. Patients were randomly
allocated to treatment groups, but randomization details were not provided. An oxygen concentrator
provided oxygen. Patients’ self-reported duration of oxygen use from the built-in meter determined
adherence.
Duration of follow-up was up to 3 years. Only 13 of the original 28 patients (46.4%) remained at the end
of 3 years. Baseline data were comparable in both groups except for mean body mass index (BMI), which
was slightly higher in the LTOT group (BMI 26.2 kg/m2, SD 3.7) than in the CT group (BMI 23.7 kg/m2,
SD 3.8, P = 0.05). At the start of the study, each group included 3 smokers (21.4%). Survival was
comparable in both groups: over 3 years, 4 of the original 14 patients (28.6%) in the LTOT group and 3 of
the 14 patients (21.4%, P not given) in the CT group died.
At 1 year, mean endurance time in the LTOT group (7.1 minutes, SD 4.1) was greater than in the CT
group (4.9 min, SD 3.8 minutes, P = 0.04) and mean perceived end-exercise dyspnea was lower in the
LTOT group (4.5 minutes, SD 1.5) than in the CT group (5.7 minutes, SD 1.9, P = 0.03). No differences
were seen for PaCO2, PaO2, or FEV1 percent predicted between the groups at 1 year. The authors
concluded that LTOT in patients with COPD who have mild hypoxemia and reversible hypercapnia
helped to stop the natural decline in exercise performance and reduced dyspnea. The biological basis of
this effect is not known.
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Results of the Cochrane Review
The objective of the Cochrane review was to determine the effect of domiciliary LTOT on survival and
quality of life in patients with COPD and hypoxemia. The literature search identified 6 studies for
inclusion. (10;12;24-27) The authors scored the methodological quality of 5 of the 6 studies as moderate
(10;12;24;26;27) and of the remaining study as low. (25) Data analysis was performed by degree of
hypoxemia. Data from 2 studies on mild-to-moderate hypoxemia and nocturnal oxygen therapy were
analyzed together (26;27), and data from 2 studies on mild-to-moderate hypoxemia and LTOT were
analyzed together. (24;25) Although the 2 remaining studies both evaluated patients with severe
hypoxemia, they were analyzed separately, due to differences in interventions and study populations.
(10;12)
Standard meta-analysis was performed, including calculating a Peto odds ratio (OR) for dichotomous
data. Detailed results are presented (Appendix 3, Table A9) only for studies relevant for this evidencebased analysis. Study design characteristics included in the Cochrane review and relevant for this
evidence-based analysis are summarized in Appendix 3, Tables A8 to A11. A discussion of results for
studies from the Cochrane review that are relevant for this evidence-based analysis follows.

Severe Hypoxemia: Mortality and Physiological Factors
Analysis of the MRC study (10) compared the effect of LTOT on mortality and physiological factors with
no LTOT in highly selected patients with severe hypoxemia and possible episodes of heart failure and
ankle edema. After 5 years of follow-up, patients receiving LTOT were less likely to die than patients
receiving no LTOT (OR 0.42, 95% CI, 0.18–0.98; P = 0.045).
Rates of change for a subset of physiological factors were analyzed for men who died at 500 days or less
and for men surviving more than 500 days, as in the original article. Factors discussed here include
weight, FEV1, FVC, PaO2, and PaCO2. Rates of change for FEV1 (mean difference [MD] 0.08 L, 95% CI
0.04, 0.12; P < 0.001), FVC (MD 0.56 L, 95% CI 0.12, 1.00; P < 0.012), and PaCO2 (MD −2.16 mm Hg,
95% CI: −4.04 to −0.28; P < 0.03) favoured LTOT. Therefore, among patients surviving more than 500
days, patients receiving LTOT had increased FEV1 and decreased PaCO2 compared with patients not
receiving LTOT. An improvement in FVC was shown among nonsurvivors. The remaining physiological
factors were similar in both groups. Change data were determined from 2 monthly values in the original
article; the timing of the values was not described. Pulmonary arterial pressure was not analyzed in the
Cochrane review, as no patients with data on pulmonary arterial pressure died. No data were available for
FEV1/FVC.

Mild-to-Moderate Hypoxemia: Mortality and Exercise Factors
The studies by Gorecka et al (24) and Haidl et al (25) were analyzed together, because both included
patients with mild-to-moderate hypoxemia and compared LTOT with no LTOT. Analysis identified no
difference between groups for mortality (OR, 1.39; 95% CI, 0.74–2.59), with an index of heterogeneity of
0%. Only Gorecka et al (24) performed a survival analysis and only Haidl et al (25) compared the effect
of continuous LTOT with no LTOT on exercise factors in patients with mild-to-moderate hypoxemia. At
1 year, the groups were similar in end-exercise dyspnea score (MD, −1.20; 95% CI, −2.47 to 0.07) and
endurance time (MD, 2.20 minutes; 95% CI, −0.73 to 5.13), in contrast to the original study, which
showed small differences at 1-year follow-up in mean dyspnea between the LTOT group (4.5, SD 1.5)
and the CT group (5.7, SD 1.9, P = 0.03) and in mean endurance time between the LTOT group (7.1
minutes, SD 4.1) and the CT group (4.9 minutes, SD: 3.8, P = 0.04).
The authors of the Cochrane review concluded that LTOT improved survival in selected patients with
COPD with severe hypoxemia but did not improve survival in patients with COPD with mild-to-moderate
hypoxemia. (23)
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Additional Studies, Systematic Reviews, and Meta-Analyses
Mortality
Wilt et al (28) performed a second systematic review and meta-analysis of RCTs of LTOT that identified
8 RCTs and 1 systematic review published up to March 2007. This review included articles that have
already been discussed in the Cochrane review. (10;12;24;27) Sin et al (29) performed an earlier
systematic review that identified 7 RCTs, most of which were also discussed in the Cochrane review
(10;12;24;26;27) and the Wilt et al review. (10;12;24;27;30-32) The other studies included in the Wilt et
al review investigated ambulatory oxygen therapy (30-33) and are not relevant for this evidence-based
analysis.
Wilt et al concluded that LTOT for at least 15 hours daily to maintain a PaO2 greater than 60 mm Hg
reduces mortality among patients with COPD, who have an FEV1 less than 30% predicted and a mean
resting PaO2 less than or equal to 55 mm Hg. This conclusion is based on good evidence with a MantelHaenszel relative risk ratio summary estimate of 0.61 (95% CI, 0.46–0.82) for the 2 studies on severe
hypoxemia combined. (10;12) The 2 studies of patients with PaO2 greater than 60 mm Hg demonstrated
no benefit for LTOT (RR, 1.16; 95% CI, 0.85–1.58). (24;27)

Hospitalization and Readmissions
A systematic review of observational studies (34) of risk factors for hospital admission or readmission
among patients experiencing COPD exacerbations identified and included 17 studies published up to
October 2006. Two prospective cohort studies, 2 retrospective cohort studies, 1 case-control study, and 1
cross-sectional study examined LTOT. The authors of the systematic review concluded that the evidence
related to hospital admission and readmission is equivocal and requires further study. The 2 prospective
studies were not analyzed together because they described different outcomes (readmission vs.
hospitalization), nor were they individually analyzed, as suitable data were lacking.
Among the cohort studies, only 1 prospective cohort study included an adjusted analysis for hospital
readmissions. (35) Analysis found no statistically significant difference between LTOT and no LTOT for
the risk of hospital readmission (hazard ratio, 1.26; 95% CI, 0.87–1.84; P = 0.22). This multicentre
prospective study, conducted in Barcelona, examined the association between readmission for a COPD
exacerbation and several modifiable risk factors. The sampling scheme, diagnosis of COPD, exacerbation,
readmission, death, analysis, and follow-up were well defined. The population was mostly men with a
mean age of 69 years, severe COPD (mean FEV1 36% predicted), and mild-to-moderate hypoxemia
(mean PaO2 64 mm Hg). Mean follow-up was 1.1 years. Sensitivity analyses had no effect on the results.
The authors concluded that no association existed between readmission and factors relating to medical
care. The main limitations of the study are the potential for confounding by unmeasured factors in
observational studies and the potential for heterogeneity in the comparison, with individuals using LTOT
having severe hypoxemia and those not using LTOT having mild-to-moderate hypoxemia, although this
was not well described.
The second prospective cohort study was a single-centre study (36) that used well-defined parameters to
examine predictive factors for hospitalization for acute exacerbation in a stable COPD population. The
study recruited consecutive patients and followed them for an exacerbation, defined by American
Thoracic Society criteria and using quarterly visits and hospitalization. The population was mostly men
with a mean age of 64 years, severe COPD (mean FEV1 39% predicted), and mild-to-moderate
hypoxemia (mean PaO2 66 mm Hg). Ten of 64 patients with COPD, who had severe hypoxemia, were
receiving LTOT. This study found that the cumulative proportion of patients using home LTOT at 1-year
follow-up, who were free of hospitalization due to an exacerbation (38.5%), was lower than the
proportion of patients not using LTOT (77%, P = 0.01). Limitations of the study include its small sample
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size, lack of a random sampling scheme, unmeasured confounders, absence of multivariable analysis for
home LTOT, and heterogeneity in the comparison.
An additional prospective cohort study identified by the systematic search, which examined factors
associated with revisiting the emergency department for an exacerbation, was excluded because the
authors considered all patients to be using oxygen therapy and did not describe the nature of the oxygen
therapy. (37)

Safety
Only 1 study included in the Cochrane review described a lack of evidence for toxicity of LTOT. (10) No
other individual study mentioned adverse effects of LTOT by severity of hypoxemia.

Analysis
Examination of the research question of effectiveness of LTOT compared with no LTOT in patients with
COPD by severity of hypoxemia analyzed mortality, lung function, and exercise factors. Analysis of lung
function and exercise factors uses change values, which include the maximum amount of data compared
with analysis of follow-up data only and show the difference between mean baseline and follow-up
values.
No data were available for exercise factors in patients with COPD who had severe hypoxemia. (10)
Gorecka et al (24) followed patients for 7 years but did not specify the time at which lung function factors
were measured. Haidl et al (25) measured lung function and exercise factors at 1 year. Lung function data
are presented by survivors and nonsurvivors separately, as shown in the study by Gorecka et al, (24) and
consistent with the presentation of data in the Cochrane review. (23) Presentation of results by survivors
and nonsurvivors is a limitation of the published data on lung function. The results on lung function
presented here are not combined with data from the Cochrane review, as the study populations differed in
degree of hypoxemia. Exercise data in the study by Haidl et al (25) are not presented by survivors and
nonsurvivors, but for survivors only.
Data from the 2 studies evaluating mild-to-moderate hypoxemia patients with COPD are not combined. A
formal meta-analysis was not performed, nor was a summary estimate calculated, due to different followup lengths (7 vs. 3 years for mortality, and up to 7 years vs. 1 year for lung function), and the potential for
clinical heterogeneity. Estimates for lung function and exercise factors are interpreted as the change over
time for a given factor. Interpretation of the results differs based on the direction of change and the factor.
A positive change over time is favourable for FEV1, FEV1/FVC, FVC, PaO2, and endurance time,
suggesting an increase in lung function or exercise capacity. A negative change over time is favourable
for PaCO2 and the dyspnea score, suggesting a decrease in adverse factors.
Results of the mortality analysis define a beneficial effect of LTOT compared with no LTOT as decreased
risk, or an RR less than 1.0. Results of the lung function and exercise analysis results define a beneficial
effect of LTOT compared with no LTOT as a mean difference that is a negative number less than 1.0.
Authors were contacted for additional data as necessary. Measures of PaO2 and PaCO2 are considered
indirect surrogate measures. The analyses are presented consistently in Figures 2-11 below.
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Study or Subgroup
MRC1981

Oxygen therapy
No oxygen therapy
Events
Total
Events
Total Weight
19

Total (95% CI)

42
42

Total events
19
Heterogeneity: Not applicable
Test for overall effect: Z = 1.94 (P = 0.05)

a)

30

Risk Ratio
M-H, Random, 95% CI

45 100.0%

0.68 [0.46, 1.00]

45 100.0%

0.68 [0.46, 1.00]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Random, 95% CI

30
0.2
0.5
1
2
5
Oxygen therapy No oxygen therapy

Severe Hypoxemia

Study or Subgroup
1.1.1 Study 1
Gorecka1997
Subtotal (95% CI)

Oxygen therapy
No oxygen therapy
Events
Total
Events
Total Weight
38

68
68

38
Total events
Heterogeneity: Not applicable
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.94 (P = 0.35)

32

Risk Ratio
M-H, Random, 95% CI

67 100.0%
67 100.0%

1.17 [0.84, 1.62]
1.17 [0.84, 1.62]

14 100.0%
14 100.0%

1.33 [0.36, 4.90]
1.33 [0.36, 4.90]

Risk Ratio
M-H, Random, 95% CI

32

1.1.2 Study 2
Haidl2004
Subtotal (95% CI)

4

14
14

Total events
4
Heterogeneity: Not applicable
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.43 (P = 0.66)

3
3

0.2
0.5
1
2
5
Oxygen therapy No oxygen therapy

b) Mild-to-Moderate Hypoxemia†
Figure 2: Mortality (Number of Events)*
*Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; M–H, Mantel–Haenszel.
†Study 1 reports 7 years’ follow-up and study 2 reports 3 years’ follow-up.
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Study or Subgroup
4.3.1 Study 1
Gorecka1997
Subtotal (95% CI)

No oxygen therapy
Oxygen therapy
Mean
SD Total Mean
SD Total Weight
0.03

0.31

Mean Difference
IV, Random, 95% CI

35
35

0.11

0.28

30 100.0%
30 100.0%

-0.08 [-0.22, 0.06]
-0.08 [-0.22, 0.06]

14
14

-0.03

0.29

14 100.0%
14 100.0%

-0.08 [-0.35, 0.19]
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Figure 3: Forced Expiratory Volume in One Second (Litres)*
*Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; SD, standard deviation.
†Study 1 reports up to 7 years’ follow-up and study 2 reports 1 year’s follow-up.
‡Gorecka et al (24) reports 7 years’ follow-up.
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Figure 4: Forced Expiratory Volume in One Second (% Predicted)*
*Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; SD, standard deviation.
†Study 1 reports up to 7 years’ follow-up and study 2 reports 1 year’s follow-up.
‡Gorecka et al (24) reports 7 years’ follow-up.
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Figure 5: Forced Expiratory Volume in One Second by Forced Vital Capacity (%)*
*Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; SD, standard deviation.
†Study 1 reports up to 7 years’ follow-up and study 2 reports 1 year’s follow-up.
‡Gorecka et al reports 7 years’ follow-up.
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Figure 6: Forced Vital Capacity (Litres)*
*Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; SD, standard deviation.
†Gorecka et al (24) reports up to 7 years’ follow-up.
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Figure 7: Forced Vital Capacity (% Predicted)*
*Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; SD, standard deviation.
†Gorecka et al (24) reports up to 7 years’ follow-up.
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Figure 8: Arterial Pressure of Oxygen (mm Hg)*,†
*Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; SD, standard deviation.
†Surrogate outcome.
‡Study 1 reports up to 7 years’ follow-up and study 2 reports 1 year’s follow-up.
§Gorecka et al reports (24) 7 years’ follow-up.
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Figure 9: Arterial Pressure of Carbon Dioxide (mm Hg)*
*Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; SD, standard deviation.
†Study 1 reports up to 7 years’ follow-up and study 2 reports 1 year’s follow-up.
‡Gorecka et al (24) reports 7 years’ follow-up.
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Figure 10: Dyspnea (Borg Scale)*,†
*Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; SD, standard deviation.
†Haidl et al (25) reports 1 year’s follow-up.
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Figure 11: Endurance Time (Minutes)*,†
*Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; SD, standard deviation.
†Haidl et al (25) reports 1 year’s follow-up.
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Results of Analysis
Analysis of mortality data found a 32% decreased risk of mortality for patients with COPD who had
severe hypoxemia and heart failure and used LTOT compared with patients not using LTOT (RR, 0.68;
95% CI, 0.46–1.00; P = 0.05). It is important to note, however, that the CI includes 1.0 and the statistical
significance level is 0.05, suggesting no effect.
Analysis of data on lung function and exercise factors found no difference in change values over time for
patients with COPD who had mild-to-moderate hypoxemia and received LTOT compared with those who
did not receive LTOT. No clinical benefit of LTOT for patients with COPD and mild-to-moderate
hypoxemia was seen for FEV1, FEV1/FVC, FVC, PaO2, PaCO2, dyspnea, or endurance time. Significant
results for FEV1 and PaCO2 for patients with COPD and severe hypoxemia and heart failure have been
discussed previously.

Summary of Literature Review
The methods used in the Cochrane review helped to address the research question in this evidence-based
analysis. (23) Of the 2 studies of patients with severe hypoxemia, only 1 study examined continuous
LTOT compared with no LTOT. (10) This study was analyzed separately. (10) Two studies comparing
patients with mild-to-moderate hypoxemia who received LTOT with those who received no LTOT were
analyzed separately from the 2 studies on nocturnal oxygen use. (24-27) Overall, 3 studies provided data
that were useful for the analysis. (10;24;25) The results from the systematic review by Wilt et al (28)
were consistent with the Cochrane review, (23) but the analysis aggregated the 2 studies of patients with
severe hypoxemia. (10;12) In this evidence-based analysis, the 3 eligible studies identified in the
Cochrane review were analyzed separately, due to heterogeneity in length of follow-up and severity of
hypoxemia. (10;24;25)

Mortality
The Cochrane review (23) found a beneficial effect of continuous LTOT on survival compared with no
LTOT in patients with severe hypoxemia and heart failure when considering the MRC (10) study. Study
strengths were the RCT design, successful randomization with no baseline differences, definition of
irreversible airway obstruction consistent with a diagnosis of COPD, and low attrition rate over the 5-year
follow-up. Study limitations were the absence of survival analysis for the main comparison of interest
(LTOT vs. no LTOT), non-standardized measurement of adherence across the 3 study sites, lack of
information on the mean number of hours of oxygen therapy used, and the non-blinded nature of the
study.
Adherence in the treatment group is difficult to assess and may have affected the results. It is not known if
patients received at least 15 hours of oxygen. If adherence was less than ideal, the magnitude of effect
may be greater than shown in the meta-analysis. Alternatively, given adequate adherence and no control
group receiving LTOT, the effect shown in the Cochrane meta-analysis is a true effect, and continuous
LTOT produced a 60% reduction in the risk of all-cause mortality for continuous LTOT compared with
no LTOT (OR, 0.42; 95% CI, 0.18–0.98). (23)
Similarly, the analysis in this report showed a decreased risk of mortality, but the magnitude of effect was
attenuated and the result was not significant, with a CI that included 1.0 and a statistical significance
value of 0.05. Closer examination of the result from the Cochrane review indicates a borderline
statistically significant result. A post hoc power calculation shows that a type 2 error occurred, as the
study had only 46% power to detect a 20% difference between treatment and control groups with 43
patients per arm. Conversely, had there been 100 patients per group, the study would have had 81%
power to detect the same difference.
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Smoking is related to COPD mortality, (38;38) but a post hoc analysis found no difference between the
number of smokers in the treatment and control groups at baseline and at the end of the study, where
some patients had quit smoking (P > 0.05). (10) Similarly, acute exacerbations are related to accelerated
decline in lung function and increased mortality, with the typical patient with COPD experiencing 2
exacerbations per year. (14) The authors reported no between-group differences in the number of days
hospitalized due to exacerbations. (10)
Meta-analysis results of the Cochrane review found no difference in mortality between continuous LTOT
and no LTOT in patients with mild-to-moderate hypoxemia, based on data from the Gorecka et al (24)
and Haidl et al (25) studies. Individual analysis of these studies similarly found no between-group
differences in mortality, although the study by Haidl et al (25) had a small sample size (N = 28), the
randomization process was less detailed than in Gorecka et al (24), and 5 of 14 subjects in the control
group required LTOT over the 3 years of follow-up. Mean use of LTOT was less than 15 hours/day in
both studies, and exclusion criteria were not adequately detailed. Gorecka et al (24) did not state whether
any patients in the control group began using LTOT over the 7-year follow-up period. Although study
participants were not smoking at the start of the study, some patients resumed smoking by the end of the
study; this information was known only for participants in the treatment group. A post hoc power
calculation indicates a type 2 error due to small sample sizes.
An important difference between the study of severe hypoxemia (10) and the studies of mild-to-moderate
hypoxemia (24;25) is the inclusion of patients with heart failure in the severe hypoxemia study. The
severe hypoxemia study included patients with a severe cardiovascular comorbidity, whereas the mild-tomoderate hypoxemia studies may have included patients with less severe comorbidities. In addition, the
mild-to-moderate hypoxemia studies included patients that were less severe than those defining eligibility
for LTOT according to existing guidelines. The biological cause-effect link between some comorbidities,
COPD, and mortality is not clear, and the inaccurate recording of cause of death in patients with COPD
may be a limiting factor. (39)
The cause of death of most patients in the MRC (10) study who died was respiratory failure. The benefit
of LTOT can therefore perhaps be described as preventing COPD-related deaths. (38) Most deaths in the
study by Gorecka et al (24) were due to COPD. Analysis for all-cause and COPD-related mortality, with
well-defined exclusion criteria, would help to clarify pulmonary versus extrapulmonary benefits of LTOT
in COPD. In addition, studies should include well-defined mortality endpoints and methods of
ascertainment, such as use of death certificates or number and type of International Classification of
Diseases codes used. (40) Appendix 3 summarizes quality assessment according to GRADE Evidence.
The evidence for mortality among patients with COPD who had severe hypoxemia and among those with
mild-to-moderate hypoxemia was graded as low quality.

Lung Function and Exercise Factors
Pathological changes characteristic of COPD include chronic inflammation and structural changes from
repeated injury and repair. Affected sites include proximal and peripheral airways, lung parenchyma, and
pulmonary vasculature. (3) Standard spirometry measures of pulmonary function can be used to assess the
efficacy of treatment on lung function. Changes in arterial blood gases are important measures for
interventions that affect respiratory drive, such as oxygen therapy, but arterial blood gases are considered
surrogate outcomes. It is suggested that a change of 10 mm Hg for PaO2 and PaCO2 is clinically
significant (Personal communication, clinical expert, April 13, 2011).
The analyses for change in lung function factors FEV1 and PaCO2 showed improvement over time in
patients with COPD who had severe hypoxemia and survived more than 500 days. (10) No other
differences among survivors were shown. No differences were shown for lung function factors among
those dying within 500 days of the start of the study, except for FVC.
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Analysis found no differences in lung function or exercise factors for patients with COPD with mild-tomoderate hypoxemia among survivors or nonsurvivors. (24) The main limitations in interpreting these
analyses are the nonspecific time point at which lung function was measured and the subset analysis,
which does not maintain successful randomization. Only the study by Haidl et al, (25) which assessed
lung function and exercise factors at 1 year’s follow-up for all subjects, maintained randomization.
In addition, measurement of exercise variables was not described in detail. Dyspnea was measured using
the Borg scale, which is a validated and reproducible 10-point scale that assesses either perceived dyspnea
or effort required during a formal exercise test. The exercise test in Haidl et al (25) was a formal
laboratory-based test using a stationary bicycle. Ascertainment of maximal workload was not described in
detail. (41) In Appendix 3, GRADE Quality Assessment graded the evidence for all lung function factors
among patients with COPD who had severe hypoxemia as very low quality. No data were available for
exercise factors for patients with COPD who had severe hypoxemia. The evidence for all lung function
and exercise factors among patients with COPD who had mild-to-moderate hypoxemia was graded as
very low quality.

Hospitalizations and Readmissions
Two prospective studies, 1 study for readmission and 1 study for hospitalization, were evaluated. The
readmission study, (35) a well-designed prospective cohort study, found no effect of LTOT on risk of
readmission. The observational nature of the study resulted in grading as low-quality evidence (Appendix
3). The prospective study on hospitalization, (36) an adequately designed study, found that LTOT
increased the risk of hospitalization. The observational nature of the study, heterogeneity in the
comparison (10 of 64 patients with severe hypoxemia used LTOT), and limited analysis resulted in
grading as very low quality evidence (Appendix 3).

Health-Related Quality of Life
The concern about LTOT and quality of life in COPD patients is that home LTOT equipment, such as
oxygen concentrators, may reduce quality of life by restricting mobility and producing noise. The relation
between dyspnea, exercise limitation, anxiety and depression, muscle wasting, quality of life, and
disability is complex in COPD patients with severe hypoxemia. Long-term oxygen therapy may have
little effect on health status but may reduce anxiety. Reduced independence in patients with COPD may
also be related to the degree of airflow obstruction, depression, and poor health status. (42)
Analysis of HRQOL is also an objective of this report. A modified literature search of MEDLINE only
with no limits on date or study design identified 91 articles on quality of life outcomes in patients with
COPD who used LTOT. Hand-searching reference lists also identified potentially appropriate studies.
One health technology assessment on a related topic, portable oxygen therapy, was also identified.
Studies were included in the analysis if:
 study design and methods were clearly described,
 the study assessed HRQOL using the St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire (SGRQ) or the
Chronic Respiratory Questionnaire (CRQ), and
 the study was a health technology assessment, systematic review, RCT, or observational study.
Studies that did not meet the inclusion criteria were excluded. Studies were also excluded from analysis
for the following reasons:
 nonrelevant outcome measures, such as psychiatric measures or non-standardized measures (n =
4),
 nonrelevant comparison, such as different oxygen delivery systems or nocturnal oxygen (n = 2),
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heterogeneity in the comparison, such as patients with COPD, severe hypoxemia, and LTOT
compared with patients with mild-to-moderate hypoxemia and no LTOT (n = 4),
no information on LTOT (n = 1),
previously used LTOT (n = 1).

Summary of the Evidence
Nine studies were reviewed in detail and 3 observational studies were eligible and appropriate for review.
One health technology assessment of portable oxygen therapy was also identified, but it was not
considered relevant. (43) A review of the references of this study did not provide any additional studies.
None of the 91 citations identified in the modified literature search were eligible and included. From 2 of
the 3 observational studies identified, relevant LTOT information was abstracted, providing a before-andafter comparison for patients with COPD using LTOT, which were reviewed and are summarized in
Appendix 3, Table A12.

Chronic Respiratory Questionnaire
A prospective study of 68 consecutive patients with COPD, who were referred to a regional oxygen
service in New Zealand for assessment for LTOT, evaluated changes in HRQOL with a 6-month followup. (44) The study compared patients who were eligible for LTOT to those who were not eligible (no
LTOT) for changes in HRQOL. Eligible patients were clinically stable for at least 2 months. Patients were
ineligible if they had major but unspecified comorbidities, were smokers, or were unable to complete the
questionnaire. Ambulatory oxygen was not provided. A total of 43 patients used LTOT for a mean 14.6
hours daily by meter reading. Mean baseline PaO2 was 51.8 mm Hg for the LTOT group and 66 mm Hg
for the no-LTOT group (P < 0.001). The percent predicted FEV1 was 31.7% for the LTOT group and
29.6% for the no-LTOT group.
The Chronic Respiratory Questionnaire measured HRQOL at baseline and at 2 and 6 months. The mean
change of the total score (possible score 20–140) from baseline was calculated. Increasing CRQ scores
indicate improvements in HRQOL. Patients using LTOT had statistically significant improvements in
HRQOL at 2 and 6 months. Mean change scores at 2 months were 2.36 (95% CI, 0.48–4.23) for dyspnea,
2.00 (95% CI, 0.57–3.43) for fatigue, 2.43 (95% CI, 0.36–4.50) for emotional function, and 1.55 (95%
CI, 0.21–2.88) for mastery. Mean change scores at 6 months were similar, with only emotional function
lacking statistical significance. The mean change total CRQ score for the LTOT group was 8.10 (95% CI,
3.02–13.17) at 2 months and 9.26 (95% CI, 2.37–16.15) at 6 months. Health-related quality of life
improved with LTOT. The authors also concluded that the benefits of LTOT should be expanded to
include HRQOL. (44)
A prospective study in Australia (45) followed 114 patients (59 men and 55 women) with COPD, who
used LTOT including ambulatory oxygen, and assessed changes in CRQ at 3, 6, and 12 months. No
exclusions were made for concomitant disease. Patients used LTOT for a mean 19 hours per day
(Personal communication, January 17, 2011). At baseline, mean PaO2 was 54 mm Hg in men and 53.3
mm Hg in women, and mean FEV1 was 0.5 L in men and 0.4 L in women.
The minimal clinically important difference (MCID) in CRQ scores is 0.5. (46) In men, fatigue improved
by at least 0.5 from baseline at 3, 6, and 12 months, a statistically significant improvement. A trend
toward improvement was also seen for emotional function and mastery, but the results were not
statistically significant. In women, mastery improved by at least 0.5 from baseline at 3, 6, and 12 months,
which are statistically significant changes. Emotional function and fatigue also significantly improved by
at least 0.5 from baseline at 3 and 6 months. (45) Improvements in emotional function and fatigue at 12
months were not significant, possibly due to reductions in sample size.
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During the first 12 months of the study, 17 patients had not completed the 12-month follow-up, and 36
patients were lost to follow-up. Of the 36 total patients lost to follow-up, 16 men (44.4%) and 8 women
(22.2%) were reported to have died, with remaining differences in loss to follow-up not reported by sex.
These reasons included cessation of LTOT use, mental deterioration, refusal to continue, and transfer to
another hospital. Overall, men and women using LTOT experienced statistically significant and clinically
relevant improvements in HRQOL. (45)

St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire
A prospective study in the United Kingdom (47) examined changes in HRQOL among 36 patients with
COPD who were referred to outpatient chest clinics for assessment for LTOT, comparing patients who
were eligible for LTOT with those who were not eligible (no LTOT). Exclusion criteria were age less
than 45 years and inability to understand or complete the quality-of-life questionnaires. Included patients
were free from acute exacerbations for at least 3 weeks. Ambulatory oxygen was not provided. Follow-up
duration was 6 months. Mean PaO2 at baseline was 52.5 mm Hg for the LTOT group and 62.3 mm Hg
for the no-LTOT group (P < 0.001). The percent predicted FEV1 was 40% for the LTOT group and 43%
for the no-LTOT group. The 19 patients in the LTOT group used oxygen for a mean 16.7 hours per day
according to meter readings.
The St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire measured HRQOL at baseline, at 2 weeks, and at 3 and 6
months. A higher SGRQ score indicates poorer HRQOL (Table 2). A negative mean change in SGRQ
score from baseline to follow-up indicates better HRQOL (Table 3). For the SGRQ, the MCID is 4 (Table
3). (48)
The LTOT group had statistically significantly higher SGRQ total scores at all time points than did the
no-LTOT group (Table 2), indicating poorer quality of life. At 2 weeks, there was no statistically
significant difference in improvement from baseline in SGRQ score between the LTOT group (6.8, SD
12.7) and the no-LTOT group (4.0, SD 10.7, P = 0.48). Similarly, at 6 months, the improvement from
baseline in HRQL in the LTOT group (1.3, SD 14.5) did not differ significantly from that in the no-LTOT
group (2.9, SD 13.4, P = 0.38). The authors concluded from the nonsignificant differences in changes in
SGRQ total over time between LTOT and no-LTOT that LTOT does not adversely affect quality of life.
(47)
Table 2: Comparison of Health-Related Quality of Life Between LTOT and No-LTOT Groups (St.
George’s Respiratory Questionnaire)*,†
LTOT Group

No-LTOT Group

P Value

Mean Total
SGRQ Score

Standard
Deviation

Mean Total
SGRQ Score

Standard
Deviation

Baseline

61.8

18.3

45.8

15.5

0.008

2 Weeks

55.0

13.7

41.8

17.7

?

3 Months

55.9

12.1

44.3

17.4

?

6 Months

60.5

16.5

48.7

17.3

?

*Abbreviations: LTOT, long-term oxygen therapy; SGRQ, St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire; ?, unknown information.
†Source: Okubadejo et al, 1996 (47)

The analysis in this report uses a before-and-after design to examine the LTOT cohort by itself and to
calculate the mean change in SGRQ total score; mean change in the SGRQ domains of symptoms,
activities, and impacts; and mean change SD, using a correlation of 0.5 (Table 3).
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Table 3: Change in Health-Related Quality of Life Results From Baseline (St. George’s Respiratory
Questionnaire)*,†
Change From Baseline to Follow-Up: Mean (SD)
SGRQ
SGRQ Total

2 Weeks

3 Months

6 Months

-6.8 (16.5)

-5.9 (16.1)

-1.3 (17.5)

Symptoms

3.3 (18.3)

3.0 (17.5)

4.1 (18.1)

Activities

1.7 (18.3)

-4.2 (16.9)

1.8 (18.1)

Impacts

-14.1 (22.7)

-9.0 (22.8)

-4.1 (23.9)

*Abbreviations: SGRQ, St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire; SD, standard deviation.
†Source: Okubadejo et al, 1996 (47)

When examining change scores and SGRQ, a negative mean change from baseline to follow-up indicates
better HRQL, and for SGRQ, the MCID is four. (48) The analysis demonstrates that LTOT use produces
clinically important and statistically significant improvements in the SGRQ domain of impacts at 2
weeks, based on calculation of 95% CIs, which are not shown. Use of LTOT is also associated with a
trend for clinically important improvement in at least 1 of the SGRQ domains of symptoms, activities, or
impacts at 2 weeks and 3 and 6 months, and for SGRQ total score at 2 weeks and 3 months.
In summary, HRQOL results for observational studies are graded as low quality of evidence for CRQ and
as very low quality of evidence for SGRQ. Quality assessment uses GRADE Evidence (Appendix 3). It is
important to note that ethical constraints of not providing LTOT to eligible patients with COPD prohibit
future studies from examining LTOT outcomes in an ideal way.
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Economic Analysis
The results of the economic analysis are summarized in issue 12 of the COPD series entitled CostEffectiveness of Interventions for Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Using an Ontario Policy
Model. This report can be accessed at:
www.hqontario.ca/en/mas/tech/pdfs/2012/rev_COPD_Economic_March.pdf.
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Conclusions















Based on low quality of evidence, LTOT (~ 15 hours/day) decreases all-cause mortality in
patients with COPD who have severe hypoxemia (PaO2 ~ 50 mm Hg) and heart failure.
The effect for all-cause mortality had borderline statistical significance when the control group
was no LTOT: one study.
Based on low quality of evidence, there is no beneficial effect of LTOT on all-cause mortality at
3 and 7 years in patients with COPD who have mild-to-moderate hypoxemia (PaO2 ~ 59–65 mm
Hg).
Based on very low quality of evidence, there is some suggestion that LTOT may have a beneficial
effect over time on FEV1 and PaCO2 in patients with COPD who have severe hypoxemia and
heart failure: improved methods are needed.
Based on very low quality of evidence, there is no beneficial effect of LTOT on lung function or
exercise factors in patients with COPD who have mild-to-moderate hypoxemia, whether
survivors or nonsurvivors are assessed.
Based on low to very low quality of evidence, LTOT does not prevent readmissions in patients
with COPD who have severe hypoxemia. Limited data suggest LTOT increases the risk of
hospitalization.
Limited work has been performed evaluating the safety of LTOT by severity of hypoxemia.
Based on low to very low quality of evidence, LTOT may have a beneficial effect over time on
HRQOL in patients with COPD who have severe hypoxemia. Limited work using diseasespecific instruments has been performed.
Ethical constraints of not providing LTOT to eligible patients with COPD prohibit future studies
from examining LTOT outcomes in an ideal way.
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Existing Guidelines for Long-Term Oxygen
Therapy
International guidelines for use of LTOT for stable COPD, (2) which are based on the severity of
hypoxemia, differ (Table 4).
Table 4: International Guidelines for Use of Long-term Oxygen Therapy in Patients with Stable
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease*
Guideline

Severe
Hypoxemia

Moderate Hypoxemia

No Hypoxemia

Ministry of
Health and
Long-Term
Care (15)

PaO2 ≤ 55 mm Hg
or SpO2 ≤ 88%

PaO2 56–60 mm Hg plus cor pulmonale,
pulmonary hypertension, persistent
erythrocytosis, exercise-limiting hypoxemia
documented to improve with supplemental
oxygen, or nocturnal hypoxemia

Funding assistance is
provided to individuals who
are not hypoxemic at rest but
who exhibit exertional
hypoxemia on room air and
improved exercise tolerance
with oxygen

ATS-ERS (49)

PaO2 < 55 mm Hg
or SpO2 < 88%

PaO2 55–59 mm Hg or SpO2 of 89% plus at
least one of cor pulmonale, peripheral
edema, or hematocrit > 55%

PaO2 ≥ 60 mm Hg or SpO2 >
90% with severe nocturnal
desaturation and lung-related
dyspnea responsive to
oxygen

GOLD (50)

PaO2 ≤ 55 mm Hg
or SpO2 ≤ 88%,
with or without
hypercapnia

PaO2 56–59 mm Hg or SpO2 of 88% with
evidence of pulmonary hypertension,
peripheral edema suggesting congestive
cardiac failure, or polycythemia (hematocrit >
55%)

No recommendation

NICE (51)

PaO2 < 55 mm Hg

PaO2 56–59 mm Hg plus secondary
polycythemia, nocturnal hypoxemia (SpO2 <
90% for >30% of the time), peripheral edema,
or pulmonary hypertension

No recommendation

TSA-NZ (52)

PaO2 ≤ 55 mm Hg

PaO2 56–59 mm Hg, plus evidence of
hypoxic organ damage including right heart
failure, pulmonary hypertension, or
polycythemia

Nocturnal oxygen may be
indicated if SpO2 ≤ 88% for >
30% sleep time, or hypoxiarelated sequelae

AIPO (2)

PaO2 < 55 mm Hg

PaO2 55–60 mm Hg, plus at least one of
hematocrit > 55%, signs of pulmonary
hypertension, signs of hypoxia such as
peripheral edema or right heart failure or
mental decline, and ischemic heart failure

Intermittent oxygen may be
indicated for SpO2 < 90% for
> 30% sleep time or exerciserelated desaturation

*Abbreviations: AIPO, Associazione Italiana Pneumologi Ospedalieri; ATS-ERS, American Thoracic Society and European Respiratory Society;
GOLD, Global Initiative for Obstructive Lung Disease; mm Hg, millimetres of mercury; NICE, National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence;
PaCO2, arterial pressure of carbon dioxide; PaO2, arterial pressure of oxygen; SpO2, oxygen saturation level measured by pulse oximetry TSA-NZ,
Thoracic Society of Australia and New Zealand.
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Glossary
6 Minute Walking Test
(6MWT)

A measure of exercise capacity which measures the distance that a patient can
quickly walk on a flat, hard surface in a period of 6 minutes. A widely used
outcome measure in respiratory rehabilitation of patients with COPD.

Acute exacerbations of
chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease
(AECOPD)

A change in baseline symptoms that is beyond day-to-day variation, particularly
increased breathlessness, cough, and/or sputum, which has an abrupt onset.

Admission avoidance
hospital-at-home
program

Treatment program for patients experiencing acute exacerbations of COPD which
allows patients to receive treatment in their home and avoid admission to hospital.
After patients are assessed in the emergency department for an acute exacerbation,
they are prescribed the necessary medications and additional care needed (e.g.,
oxygen therapy) and then sent home where they receive regular visits from a
medical professional until the exacerbation has resolved.

Ambulatory oxygen
therapy

Provision of oxygen therapy during exercise and activities of daily living for
individuals who demonstrate exertional desaturation.

Bilevel positive airway
pressure (BiPAP)

A continuous positive airway pressure mode used during noninvasive positive
pressure ventilation (see definition below) that delivers preset levels of inspiratory
and expiratory positive airway pressure. The pressure is higher when inhaling and
falls when exhaling, making it easier to breathe.

Cost-effectiveness
acceptability curve
(CEAC)

A method for summarizing uncertainty in estimates of cost-effectiveness.

Cor pulmonale

Right heart failure, as a result of the effects of respiratory failure on the heart.

Dyspnea

Difficulty breathing or breathlessness.

Early discharge
hospital-at-home
program

Treatment program for patients experiencing acute exacerbations of COPD which
allows patients to receive treatment in their home and decrease their length of stay
in hospital. After being assessed in the emergency department for acute
exacerbations, patients are admitted to the hospital where they receive the initial
phase of their treatment. These patients are discharged early into a hospital-athome program where they receive regular visits from a medical professional until
the exacerbation has resolved.

Forced expiratory
volume in 1 second
(FEV1)

A measure of lung function used for COPD severity staging; the amount of air that
can be forcibly exhaled from the lungs in the first second of a forced exhalation.

Forced vital capacity
(FVC)

The amount of air that can be forcibly exhaled from the lungs after taking the
deepest breath possible.
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3

Fraction of inspired
oxygen (FiO2)

The percentage of oxygen participating in gas exchange.

Hypercapnia

Occurs when there is too much carbon dioxide in the blood (arterial blood carbon
dioxide > 45 to 60 mm Hg).

Hypopnea

Slow or shallow breathing.

Hypoxemia

Low arterial blood oxygen levels while breathing air at rest. May be severe (PaO2
≤ 55 mm Hg), moderate (56 mm Hg ≤ PaO2 < 65 mm Hg), or mild-to-moderate
(66 mm Hg < PaO2 ≤ 74 mm Hg).3

Incremental costeffectiveness ratio
(ICER)

Ratio of the change in costs of a therapeutic intervention to the change in effects of
the intervention compared to the alternative (often usual care).

Intention-to-treat
analysis (ITT)

An analysis based on the initial treatment the participant was assigned to, not on
the treatment eventually administered.

Invasive mechanical
ventilation (IMV)

Mechanical ventilation via an artificial airway (endotracheal tube or tracheostomy
tube).

Long-term oxygen
therapy (LTOT)

Continuous oxygen use for about 15 hours per day. Use is typically restricted to
patients fulfilling specific criteria.

Multidisciplinary care

Defined as care provided by a team (compared to a single provider). Typically
involves professionals from a range of disciplines working together to deliver
comprehensive care that addresses as many of the patient’s health care and
psychosocial needs as possible.

Nicotine replacement
therapy (NRT)

The administration of nicotine to the body by means other than tobacco, usually as
part of smoking cessation.

Noninvasive positive
pressure ventilation
(NPPV)

Noninvasive method of delivering ventilator support (without the use of an
endotracheal tube) using positive pressure. Provides ventilatory support through a
facial or nasal mask and reduces inspiratory work.

Partial pressure of
carbon dioxide (PaCO2)

The pressure of carbon dioxide dissolved in arterial blood. This measures how
well carbon dioxide is able to move out of the body.

Partial pressure of
oxygen (PaO2)

The pressure of oxygen dissolved in arterial blood. This measures how well
oxygen is able to move from the airspace of the lungs into the blood.

Palliative oxygen
therapy

Use of oxygen for mildly hypoxemic or nonhypoxemic individuals to relieve
symptoms of breathlessness. Used short term. This therapy is “palliative” in that
treatment is not curative of the underlying disease.

Pulmonary
rehabilitation

Multidisciplinary program of care for patients with chronic respiratory impairment
that is individually tailored and designed to optimize physical and social
performance and autonomy. Exercise training is the cornerstone of pulmonary
rehabilitation programs.

The mild-to-moderate classification was created for the purposes of the report.
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Pulse oximetry

A noninvasive sensor, which is attached to the finger, toe, or ear to detect oxygen
saturation of arterial blood.

Quality-adjusted lifeyears (QALYs)

A measure of disease burden that includes both the quantity and the quality of the
life lived that is used to help assess the value for money of a medical intervention.

Respiratory failure

Respiratory failure occurs when the respiratory system cannot oxygenate the blood
and/or remove carbon dioxide from the blood. It can be either acute (acute
respiratory failure, ARF) or chronic, and is classified as either hypoxemic (type I)
or hypercapnic (type II) respiratory failure. Acute hypercapnic respiratory failure
frequently occurs in COPD patients experiencing acute exacerbations of COPD.

Short-burst oxygen
therapy

Short-duration, intermittent, supplemental oxygen administered either before or
after exercise to relieve breathlessness with exercise.

Sleep apnea

Interruption of breathing during sleep due to obstruction of the airway or
alterations in the brain. Associated with excessive daytime sleepiness.

Smoking cessation

The process of discontinuing the practice of inhaling a smoked substance.

Spirometry

The gold standard test for diagnosing COPD. Patients breathe into a mouthpiece
attached to a spirometer which measures airflow limitation.

SpO2

Oxygen saturation of arterial blood as measured by a pulse oximeter.

Stable COPD

The profile of COPD patients which predominates when patients are not
experiencing an acute exacerbation.

Supplemental oxygen
therapy

Oxygen use during periods of exercise or exertion to relieve hypoxemia.

Telemedicine (or
telehealth)

Refers to using advanced information and communication technologies and
electronic medical devices to support the delivery of clinical care, professional
education, and health-related administrative services.

Telemonitoring (or
remote monitoring)

Refers to the use of medical devices to remotely collect a patient’s vital signs
and/or other biologic health data and the transmission of those data to a monitoring
station for interpretation by a health care provider.

Telephone only support

Refers to disease/disorder management support provided by a health care provider
to a patient who is at home via telephone or videoconferencing technology in the
absence of transmission of patient biologic data.

Ventilator-associated
pneumonia (VAP)

Pneumonia that occurs in patients undergoing mechanical ventilation while in a
hospital.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Literature Search Strategies
Search date: September 8, 2010
Databases searched: OVID MEDLINE, MEDLINE In-Process and Other Non-Indexed Citations, OVID
EMBASE, Wiley Cochrane, CINAHL, Centre for Reviews and Dissemination/International Agency for
Health Technology Assessment
Database: Ovid MEDLINE(R) <1996 to August Week 4 2010>
Search Strategy:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 exp Pulmonary Disease, Chronic Obstructive/ (13896)
2 (chronic obstructive adj2 (lung* or pulmonary or airway* or airflow or respiratory) adj (disease* or
disorder*)).ti,ab. (14772)
3 (copd or coad).ti,ab. (13084)
4 chronic airflow obstruction.ti,ab. (110)
5 exp Emphysema/ (2921)
6 ((chronic adj2 bronchitis) or emphysema).ti,ab. (8434)
7 or/1-6 (29825)
8 exp Oxygen Inhalation Therapy/ (6948)
9 exp Oxygen/ (56003)
10 (oxygen adj2 (therap* or supplement* or portab* or ambulatory)).ti,ab. (5161)
11 or/8-10 (63799)
12 7 and 11 (1875)
13 limit 12 to (english language and humans and yr="2007 -Current") (399)
Database: EMBASE <1980 to 2010 Week 35>
Search Strategy:
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 exp chronic obstructive lung disease/ (47610)
2 (chronic obstructive adj2 (lung* or pulmonary or airway* or airflow or respiratory) adj (disease* or
disorder*)).ti,ab. (25725)
3 (copd or coad).ti,ab. (20981)
4 chronic airflow obstruction.ti,ab. (549)
5 exp emphysema/ (25443)
6 exp chronic bronchitis/ (6546)
7 ((chronic adj2 bronchitis) or emphysema).ti,ab. (25378)
8 or/1-7 (87489)
9 exp oxygen therapy/ (26313)
10 exp OXYGEN/ (112232)
11 (oxygen adj2 (therap* or supplement* or portab* or ambulatory)).ti,ab. (10687)
12 or/9-11 (135284)
13 8 and 12 (5682)
14 limit 13 to (human and english language and yr="2007 -Current") (946)
***************************
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CINAHL
# Query

Results

S12 S6 and S10 Limiters - Published Date from: 20070101-20101231;

151

S11 S6 and S10

573

S10 S7 or S8 or S9

6119

S9

oxygen therap* or supplement* oxygen or therapeutic oxygen or portab* oxygen or
ambulatory oxygen

3585

S8 (MH "Oxygen+")

2379

S7 (MH "Oxygen Therapy+")

3501

S6 S1 or S2 or S3 or S4 or S5

7364

S5 chronic bronchitis or emphysema

1575

S4 (MH "Emphysema+")

964

S3 copd or coad

4065

S2

(chronic obstructive and (lung* or pulmonary or airway* or airflow or respiratory) and
(disease* or disorder*))

S1 (MH "Pulmonary Disease, Chronic Obstructive+")
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Appendix 2: GRADE Evidence Tables
Table A1: GRADE Evidence Table for Long-Term Oxygen Therapy and Mortality in Patients With
Severe Hypoxemia*
LTOT Versus No LTOT: Severe Hypoxemia for Patients with COPD
Illustrative Comparative Risks (95% CI)
Outcomes
Mortality
MRC (10)

Assumed Risk

Corresponding Risk

Study Population
667 per 1000

454 per 1000 (307–667)

Relative
Effect
(95% CI)
RR 0.68
(0.46–1)

No. of
Participants
(Studies)

Quality of
Evidence
(GRADE)†

87 (1 study)

⊕⊕ Low‡,§,║,¶,#

Medium-Risk Population
667 per 1000

454 per 1000 (307–667)

*Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; LTOT, long-term oxygen therapy; MRC, Medical
Research Council; no., number; RR, relative risk.
†Specific weighting, for all (-2 overall).
‡Study design limitations include measurement and reporting of adherence, such as lack of standardized assessment of oxygen therapy
and no information on mean hours of use. (-1/2)
§This study included a highly selected group of patients with COPD, heart failure, and severe hypoxemia. Ascertainment of death was not
described in detail. (did not contribute to GRADE)
║Allocation concealment was not addressed. (-1/2)
¶Not blinded. (did not contribute to GRADE for all-cause mortality)
#Sparse data. Type 2 error not excluded. (-1)

Table A2: GRADE Evidence Table for Long-Term Oxygen Therapy and Mortality in Patients With
Mild-to-Moderate Hypoxemia*
LTOT Versus No LTOT: Mild-to-Moderate Hypoxemia for Patients with COPD
Illustrative Comparative Risks (95% CI)
Outcomes

Assumed Risk

Corresponding Risk

Relative
Effect
(95% CI)

No of
Participants
(studies)

Quality of Evidence
(GRADE)†

Mortality:
Study Population
RR 1.17
Study 1
478 per 1000
559 per 1000 (402–774) (0.84–1.62)
7 years’
follow-up
Medium-Risk Population
Gorecka et
478 per 1000
559 per 1000 (402–774)
al (24)

135
(1 study)

⊕⊕ Low‡,§,║,¶,#,††,‡‡

Mortality:
Study 2
3 years’
follow-up
Haidl et al
(25)

28
(1 study)

⊕⊕ Low‡,§,║,¶,**,††,‡‡, §§

Study Population
214 per 1000

RR 1.33
285 per 1000 (77–1000) (0.36– 4.9)

Medium-Risk Population
214 per 1000

285 per 1000 (77–1000)

*Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; LTOT, long-term oxygen therapy; no., number; RR, relative risk.
†Specific weighting, for all (-2 overall).
‡Oxygen use was inadequate according to study protocol. (-1/4 or -1/3)
§Allocation concealment was not addressed. (-1/4 or -1/3)
║Exclusion criteria were not adequately detailed. (did not contribute to GRADE)
¶Ascertainment of mortality was not described in detail. (did not contribute to GRADE)
#It was not known whether or not individuals in the control arm received LTOT during follow-up. (-1/3)
**High numbers crossing over to LTOT in the control arm. (-1/4)
††Process of generating randomization not adequately described. (-1/4)
‡‡Not blinded. (did not contribute to GRADE for all-cause mortality)
§§Sparse data. (-1)
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Table A3: GRADE Evidence Table for Long-Term Oxygen Therapy and Lung Function in Patients
With Severe Hypoxemia (Survivors and Nonsurvivors)*,†
Illustrative Comparative Risks (95% CI)
Outcomes
Mean FEV1 (L)

Mean FVC (L)

No. of
Quality of Evidence
Participants
(GRADE)‡
(Studies)
Corresponding Risk: Intervention Groups

Nonsurvivors 0.11 lower (0.27 lower to 0.05 higher)

21 (1 study) ⊕ Very low§,║,¶,#,**,††

Survivors

0.08 higher (0.04 to 0.12 higher)

40 (1 study) ⊕ Very low§,║,¶,#,**,††

Nonsurvivors 0.56 higher (0.12 to 1.00 higher)

21 (1 study) ⊕ Very low§,║,¶,#,**,††

Survivors

40 (1 study) ⊕ Very low§,║,¶,#,**,††

0.05 higher (0.89 lower to 0.99 higher)

Mean PaO2
(mm Hg)

Nonsurvivors 4.56 higher (1.04 lower to 10.16 higher)

19 (1 study) ⊕ Very low§,║,¶,#,**,††

Survivors

40 (1 study) ⊕ Very low§,║,¶,#,**,††

Mean PaCO2
(mm Hg)

Nonsurvivors 0.96 lower (8.53 lower to 6.61 higher)

19 (1 study) ⊕ Very low§,║,¶,#,**,††

Survivors

39 (1 study) ⊕ Very low§,║,¶,#,**,††

1.07 higher (1.24 lower to 3.38 higher)

2.16 lower (4.04 to 0.28 lower)

*Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; FVC, forced vital capacity; mm Hg, millimetres of mercury; no.,
number; PaCO2, arterial pressure of carbon dioxide; PaO2, arterial pressure of oxygen; RR, relative risk.
†MRC et al (10).
‡Specific weighting, for all (-3 overall).
§Study design limitations include the measurement and reporting of compliance such as the lack of standardized assessment of oxygen therapy and
no information on the mean hours of use. (-1/3)
║Subgroup analysis on men lacks the benefits of randomization. (-1)
¶Time point of lung function measurements not specified in detail. (-1/3)
#Standard spirometry not described in detail. (did not contribute to GRADE)
**Not blinded. (-1/3)
††Sparse data. (-1)
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Table A4: GRADE Evidence Table for Long-Term Oxygen Therapy and Lung Function in Survivors,
Mild-to-Moderate Hypoxemia*
Illustrative Comparative Risks (95% CI)
Outcomes

Corresponding Risk: Intervention Groups

No. of
Participants
(studies)

Quality of Evidence
(GRADE)†

Mean FVC %

Study 1

0.6 lower (6.36 lower to 5.16 higher)

65 (1 study)

⊕ Very low║,¶,#,**,††,‡‡,§§

Mean PaCO2
(mm Hg)

Study 1

0.6 higher (2.64 lower to 3.84 higher)

65 (1 study)

⊕ Very low║,¶,#,**,††,‡‡,§§

Study 2

1.7 lower (4.42 lower to 1.02 higher)

28 (1 study)

⊕ Very low#,**,††,§§,║║

Mean FEV1 (L)

Study 1

0.08 lower (0.22 lower to 0.06 higher)

65 (1 study)

⊕ Very low║,¶,#,**,††,‡‡,§§

Study 2

0.08 lower (0.35 lower to 0.19 higher)

28 (1 study)

⊕ Very low#,**,††,§§,║║

Mean FEV1
% Predicted

Study 1

1.7 lower (6.59 lower to 3.19 higher)

65 (1 study)

⊕ Very low║,¶,#,**,††,‡‡,§§

Study 2

3.5 lower (11.06 lower to 4.06 higher)

28 (1 study)

⊕ Very low#,**,††,§§,║║

Mean
FEV1/FVC

Study 1

1.9 higher (4.3 lower to 8.1 higher)

65 (1 study)

⊕ Very low║,¶,#,**,††,‡‡,§§

Study 2

2 lower (9.97 lower to 5.97 higher)

28 (1 study)

⊕ Very low#,**,††,§§,║║

Mean PaO2
(mm Hg)

Study 1

0.2 lower (4.1 lower to 3.7 higher)

65 (1 study)

⊕ Very low║,¶,#,**,††,‡‡,§§

Study 2

1.2 higher (4.18 lower to 6.58 higher)

28 (1 study)

⊕ Very low#,**,††,§§,║║

Mean FVC (L)

Study 1

0.08 lower (5.84 lower to 5.68 higher)

65 (1 study)

⊕ Very low║,¶,#,**,††,‡‡,§§

Mean
Endurance
Time
(minutes)

Study 2

1.9 lower (4.52 lower to 0.72 higher)

28 (1 study)

⊕ Very low#,††,║║,¶¶

Study 2

1.2 lower (2.51 lower to 0.11 higher)

28 (1 study)

⊕ Very low#,††,║║,¶¶

Mean Dyspnea
(Borg Scale)

*Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; FVC, forced vital capacity; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; mm Hg, millimetres of mercury; no.,
number; PaCO2, arterial pressure of carbon dioxide; PaO2, arterial pressure of oxygen.
†Specific weighting, for all (-3 overall).
‡Study 1, 7 years’ follow-up in Gorecka et al (24).
§Study 2, 1-year follow-up in Haidl et al (25).
║Randomization not maintained. (-1 and with the remaining items below contributing equal amounts)
¶Time point of lung function measurement not described in detail.
#Oxygen use was inadequate according to study protocol.
**Not blinded.
††Sparse data. (-1 and with the remaining items below contributing equal amounts)
‡‡It is unknown if individuals in the control arm began using oxygen therapy.
§§Measurement of spirometry was not described in detail. (did not contribute to GRADE)
║║Allocation concealment was not addressed.
¶¶Measurement of exercise data was not described in detail. (did not contribute to GRADE)
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Table A5: GRADE Evidence Table for Long-Term Oxygen Therapy and Lung Function in
Nonsurvivors, Mild-to-Moderate Hypoxemia*
Outcomes

Illustrative Comparative Risks (95% CI)
Corresponding Risk: Intervention Groups

Quality of Evidence (GRADE)†

Mean FVC %

0.3 lower (5.84 lower to 5.24 higher)

⊕ Very low‡,§,║,¶,#,**,††

Mean PaCO2 (mm Hg)

0.4 lower (3.54 lower to 2.74 higher)

⊕ Very low‡,§,║,¶,#,**,††

Mean FEV1 (L)

0.05 higher (0.08 lower to 0.18 higher)

⊕ Very low‡,§,║,¶,#,**,††

Mean FEV1 % Predicted

1.7 higher (2.8 lower to 6.2 higher)

⊕ Very low‡,§,║,¶,#,**,††

Mean FEV1/FVC

1.7 lower (7.69 lower to 4.29 higher)

⊕ Very low‡,§,║,¶,#,**,††

Mean PaO2 (mm Hg)

0.1 higher (1.17 lower to 1.37 higher)

⊕ Very low‡,§,║,¶,#,**,††

Mean FVC (L)

0.05 higher (5.49 lower to 5.59 higher)

⊕ Very low‡,§,║,¶,#,**,††

*Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; FVC, forced vital capacity; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; mm Hg, millimetres of
mercury; PaCO2, arterial pressure of carbon dioxide; PaO2, arterial pressure of oxygen.
†Gorecka et al (24); 70 participants; specific weighting, for all (-3 overall).
‡Randomization not maintained. (-1)
§Time point of lung function measurement not described in detail. (-1/4)
║Oxygen use was inadequate according to study protocol. (-1/4)
¶It is unknown if individuals in the control arm began using oxygen therapy. (-1/4)
#Measurement of spirometry not described in detail. (did not contribute to GRADE)
**Not blinded. (-1/4)
††Sparse data. (-1)

Table A6: GRADE Evidence Table for Long-Term Oxygen Therapy and Hospital Readmissions and
Hospitalizations, Severe Hypoxemia*,†,‡
LTOT Versus No LTOT: Hospital Readmission and Hospitalization for COPD
Outcomes

Relative Effect (95% CI)

No. of Participants
(studies)

Quality of Evidence
(GRADE)§

Hospital Readmission

HR 1.26 (0.87–1.84)

312 (1 study)

⊕⊕ Low║,#

Hospitalization

RR 0 (0–0)

64 (1 study)

⊕ Very low║,¶,#,**

*Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; HR, hazard ratio; LTOT, long-term oxygen therapy; no.,
number; RR, relative risk.
†Hospital readmission: Garcia-Aymerich et al (35); hospitalization: Kessler et al (36).
‡No meta-analysis.
§Specific weighting -1 overall; already low quality of evidence for observational studies.
║Unmeasured confounders for non-RCT studies. (did not contribute to GRADE)
¶Sparse data. (did not contribute to GRADE, already very low quality of evidence)
#Heterogeneity in the comparison. (did not contribute to GRADE)
**Unadjusted analysis only. (-1)
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Table A7: GRADE Evidence Table for Long-Term Oxygen Therapy and Health-Related Quality of
Life, Severe Hypoxemia*
LTOT Only: Health-Related Quality of Life
Population: Patients With COPD
Illustrative Comparative Risks
(95% CI)

Outcomes

Quality of
No. of
Relative Effect
Participants Evidence
(95% CI)
(studies) (GRADE)
Assumed Risk Corresponding Risk

CRQ†

Meta-analysis not performed

Not estimable

157 (2 studies) ⊕⊕ Low§,║,¶

SGRQ‡

Meta-analysis not performed

Not estimable

19 (1 study)

⊕ Very low#

Comments
LTOT only
Observational
LTOT only
Observational

*Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CRQ, Chronic Respiratory Questionnaire; LTOT, long-term
oxygen therapy; no., number; SGRQ, St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire.
†Eaton et al (44) and Crockett et al (45).
‡Okubadejo et al (47).
§Ambulatory oxygen provided in 1 study. (did not contribute to GRADE)
║Confounders not accounted for. (did not contribute to GRADE)
¶CRQ was characterized differently for each study. (did not contribute to GRADE)
#Sparse data. (-1)
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Appendix 3: Summary Tables
The following studies were included in the Cochrane Review (23) and are relevant for this evidence-based analysis. The objective of the Cochrane
Review was to determine the effect of domiciliary oxygen therapy on survival and quality of life in patients with COPD.
Table A8: Summary of Study Design Characteristics*
Author

Study
Design:
Comparison

Study Population

Intervention

Main Results (Original Study)

Comments

MRC
(10)

MC RCT:
LTOT vs. no
LTOT

87 patients with CB/E,
CS
FEV1 < 1.2 L, PaO2 40–
60 mm Hg
≥ 1 episode of heart
failure + ankle edema
FU: up to 5 years

LTOT (n = 42) vs. no
LTOT (n = 45)
FR 2 L/minute ≥ 15
hours/day including
sleeping hours

Mean age ~58 years, mean PaO2 ~50 mm Hg, FEV1
~0.65 L
LTOT 19/42 (45.2%) vs. CT 30/45 (66.7%), P = ?,
Men (n = 66) > 500 days, risk of death: LTOT 12%
vs. CT 29% (P = 0.04)
Women (n = 21), LTOT 5.7% vs. CT 36.5% (P <
0.05)

Severe hypoxemia, not
blinded, differences in O2
source, usage check not
standardized
(adherence), hours? 1 DO
(O2)

Gorecka
et al
(24)

MC RCT:
LTOT vs. no
LTOT

135 patients with COPD
FEV1/VC < 70%, PaO2
56–65 mm Hg
FU ≥ 3 years or death,
NS

LTOT + UC (n = 68) vs.
no LTOT + UC (n = 67)
FR adjusted to > 65 mm
Hg at rest ≥ 17 hours/day

Mean age ~60 years, mean PaO2 60.4 mm Hg,
mean O2 use 13.5 hours/day, FEV1 29.8%, 0 DO
LTOT 38/68 (55.9%) vs. CT 32/67 (47.8%), no
difference in survival (P = 0.982)

Moderate hypoxemia, not
blinded, UC included drug
therapies, concentrator,
adherence check,
crossover?

Haidl et
al (25)

RCT: LTOT
vs. no LTOT

28 patients with COPD +
PaCO2 > 45 mm Hg at
rest or exercise test, CS
FEV1/VC < 70%, PaO2 >
55 mm Hg
FU 3 years

LTOT ( n = 14) vs. no
LTOT (n = 14)
FR 2 L/minute, 15
hours/day

Mean age ~64 years, mean PaO2 ~66 mm Hg, mean
O2 use 10.4 hours/day, FEV1 ~40%, ↑ endurance
time at 1 year (P = 0.04), ↓ dyspnea score at 1 year
(P = 0.03), no difference in deaths after 3 years
LTOT 4/14 (28.6%) vs. CT 3/14 (21.4%), P = ?

Mild hypoxemia, not
blinded, concentrator,
adherence check by O2
meter, 5 CTs given LTOT

*Abbreviations: CB/E, chronic bronchitis and emphysema; CO2, continuous oxygen therapy; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CS, current smokers; CT, control group; DO, dropouts; FEV1, forced expiratory
volume in 1 second; FR, flow rate; FS, former smokers; FU, follow-up; L, litres; LTOT, long-term oxygen therapy; MC, multicentre; mm Hg, millimetres of mercury; MRC, Medical Research Council; NS, not significant; O2,
oxygen; PaO2, arterial pressure of oxygen; RCT, randomized controlled trial; UC, usual care.
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Table A9: Summary of Relevant Outcomes*
Comparison
LTOT vs. No LTOT: Severe
Hypoxemia

Studies Included
MRC (10)

Outcome†

Results (Pooled Analysis)‡

Comments

Mortality

60 months

OR: 0.42 (0.18, 0.98)

+

FEV1 change

≤ 500 days

MD: -0.11 (-0.27, 0.05)

NS

> 500 days

MD: 0.08 (0.04, 0.12)

+

≤ 500 days

MD: 0.56 (0.12, 1.00)

+

> 500 days

MD: 0.05 (-0.89, 0.99)

NS

≤ 500 days

MD: 4.56 (-1.04, 10.16)

NS

> 500 days

MD: 1.07 (-1.24, 3.38)

NS

≤ 500 days

MD: -0.96 (-8.53, 6.61)

NS

> 500 days

MD: -2.16 (-4.04, -0.28)

+

FVC change
PaO2 change
PaCO2
change
LTOT vs. No LTOT: Mild-tomoderate Hypoxemia

Gorecka et al (24)
Haidl et al (25)

Mortality

OR: 1.39 (0.74, 2.59)

NS

LTOT vs. No LTOT: Mild-tomoderate Hypoxemia

Haidl et al (25)

End-exercise dyspnea score

MD: -1.20 (-2.47, 0.07)

NS

Endurance time

MD: 2.20 (-0.73, 5.13)

NS

*Abbreviations: FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; FVC, forced vital capacity; LTOT, long-term oxygen therapy; MD, mean difference; MRC, Medical Research Council; NS, not significant; OR, Peto odds
ratio; PaO2, arterial partial pressure of oxygen; PaCO2, arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide.
†≤ 500 days, for men dying between 180 and 500 days; > 500 days, for men surviving more than 500 days. Excluded were results for changes in packed cell volume (≤ 500 and > 500 days), and mortality for oxygen
use of >15 hours per day and <15 hours per day. Units for FEV1 and FVC are litres, and units for PaO2 and PaCO2 are mm Hg. Borg scale was used for dyspnea and minutes for endurance time.
‡OR < 1 favours LTOT (+). A positive MD value favours LTOT (+). The reverse is true for PaCO2 in which a negative MD favours LTOT (+).
Source: Cranston et al, 2005 (23)
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Table A10: Study Design Strengths and Limitations by Severity of Hypoxemia for Relevant Studies From the Cochrane Review*
Study

COPD
Study
Population

Adequate
Sample
Size

Exclusions
Detailed

Randomization
Achieved





Blinding

Adequately
Measured
Adherence

All-cause
Mortality

Survival
Analysis

Intent-toTreat
Analysis†

Minimal
Attrition













Severe Hypoxemia
MRC (10), ‡,§,║





Mild-to-moderate Hypoxemia
Gorecka et al (24), ‡









Haidl et al (25), ‡











*Abbreviations: COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; MRC, Medical Research Council; checkmark () refers to the presence of study design strengths.
†Considering mortality/survival as the main comparison of interest.
‡Allocation concealment was adequate for none of the above studies and the process of generating randomized schedules was adequate for MRC (10) and Gorecka et al (24).
§Survival analysis was not shown for the primary comparison of interest.
║A larger proportion of patients in the treatment group smoked; however a post hoc analysis showed that this difference was not statistically significant (P > 0.05).
Source: Cranston et al, 2005 (23)
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Table A11: Summary of Key Study Characteristics*
Study

Baseline FEV1 % Predicted (L)
(Mean)†
Total║

LTOT

Control

0.67

Baseline PaO2 (mm Hg)(Mean)‡

Baseline PaCO2 (mm Hg) (Mean)§
LTOT

Control

Follow-up

Total║

LTOT

Control

Total║

Mean (SD) or Range
(Years)

0.64

50.8

49.9

51.7

54.4

54.9

53.9

0–5

Severe Hypoxemia
MRC (10)

0.66

Mild-to-moderate Hypoxemia
Gorecka et al
(24)

29.8

29.7

29.8

60.4

59.5

61.3

44.1

45.3

42.8

0.2–7

Haidl et al (25)

40.8

38.8

42.7

66.5

65.6

67.3

40.8

41.9

39.7

1–3

GarciaAymerich et al
(35), ¶

36

-

-

64

?

-

-

-

-

1.1 (0.5)

Kessler et al
(36), ¶

39

-

-

66

<60

-

46

-

-

0–1

*Abbreviations: FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; LTOT, long-term oxygen therapy treatment group; mm Hg, millimetres of mercury; O2, oxygen; PaO2, arterial partial pressure of oxygen; PaCO2,
arterial partial pressure of carbon dioxide, SD, standard deviation.
†COPD Stage: mild, FEV1 ≥ 80% predicted; moderate, FEV1 ≥ 50% and < 80% predicted; severe, FEV1 ≥ 30% and < 50% predicted; very severe, FEV1 < 30%. Severe COPD defined as FEV1 < 1.5 litres.
‡Hypoxemia: severe, ≤ 50 mm Hg; mild-to-moderate, ~ 50-65 mm Hg.
§Hypercapnia: > 45-60 mm Hg.
║Total: study population as a whole including treatment and control groups, either taken from the original paper or calculated as the mean from the 2 arms of the trial.
¶Heterogeneity in the comparison: COPD patients using O2 have severe hypoxemia and COPD patients not using O2 (e.g., controls) have mild-to-moderate hypoxemia.
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Table A12: Summary of Key Study Characteristics for the Three Studies on Health-related Quality of Life*
Author

Study
Design

Study Population

Intervention

Main Results†

Comments

Eaton et al
(44)

Prospective
follow-up:
baseline to
2 and 6
months

68 patients with COPD, NS
LTOT need assessed by
standard criteria: severe
hypoxemia or mild-to-moderate
hypoxemia with a COPDrelated condition
Clinically stable ≥ 2 months

LTOT vs. no
LTOT
(43/25)

Baseline: significant differences‡ in PaO2 (LTOT 51.8 vs. no LTOT 66
mm Hg), PaCO2 (LTOT 48.8 vs. no LTOT 42.8 mm Hg), and CRQ
(fatigue, emotional function, mastery, total); FEV1 % predicted (LTOT:
31.7; no LTOT, 29.6)
Mean O2 use 14.6 hours
At 2 months CRQ total: LTOT 8.10 (3.02–13.17); no LTOT -0.28 (-5.98 to
5.42), significant increases for domains in LTOT
At 6 months, CRQ total: LTOT 9.26 (2.37–16.15); no LTOT -2.56 (-8.31
to 3.19), significant increases for domains in LTOT

>50% men
Age ~70 years
CRQ analyzed as
total scores
Other factors
affecting HRQOL?
Ambulatory O2 not
provided

Crockett et
al (45)

Prospective
follow-up:
baseline to
3, 6, and
12 months

114 COPD patients
LTOT need determined by
standard criteria

LTOT only
(M 59/W 55)

Baseline, PaO2 ~53.7 mm Hg, PaCO2 49.2 mm Hg, FEV1 0.5 L (men and
women combined); mean O2 use ~19 hours
Men: CRQ at all time points, emotional function and mastery:
nonsignificant increase; fatigue: significant increase > 0.5
Women: CRQ mastery, significant increase > 0.5 at all time points;
emotional function and fatigue: significant increase > 0.5 at 3 and 6
months

~52% men
Age ~70 years
CRQ analysis mean
score, 7-point scale
Other factors
affecting HRQOL?
Ambulatory O2
provided
MCID 0.5 units

Okubadejo
et al (47)

Prospective
follow-up:
baseline to
2 weeks,
and 3 and
6 months

36 patients with COPD
LTOT need assessed by
standard criteria: severe
hypoxemia or mild-to-moderate
hypoxemia with a COPDrelated condition
Clinically stable ≥ 3 weeks

LTOT vs. no
LTOT
(19/17)

Baseline: LTOT, PaO2 ~52.5 mm Hg, PaCO2 50.3 mm Hg, FEV1 40%
predicted; mean O2 use ~17 hours; no LTOT, PaO2 ~62.3 mm Hg,
PaCO2 ~45 mm Hg, FEV1 43% predicted
Significant differences between LTOT and no LTOT for SGRQ total at
baseline (61.8 vs. 45.8, P = 0.008), no significant differences in
improvement from baseline at 2 weeks and 3 and 6 months

% by sex unknown
Age ~71 years
Other factors
affecting HRQOL
Ambulatory O2 not
provided
MCID 4 units

*Abbreviations: CRQ, Chronic Respiratory Questionnaire; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; FEV1, forced expiratory volume in 1 second; HRQOL, health-related quality of life; LTOT, long-term oxygen therapy; M,
men; MCID, minimal clinically important difference; mm Hg, millimetres of mercury; NS, nonsmokers; O2, oxygen; PaCO2, arterial pressure of carbon dioxide; PaO2, arterial pressure of oxygen; SGRQ, St. George’s Respiratory
Questionnaire; W, women.
†Data are reported as means and 95% confidence intervals, or mean alone.
‡Significant at < 0.05.
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